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ABSTRACT

'Thisresearch focused on the characterization of aberrant ~-globin expansions as an

important model system in the study of genetic recombination and gene rearrangements in

Homo sapiens. There are normally two embryonic ~-globin genes in the a-globin

multigene family on chromosome 16pI3.3. In this study, thirteen triple ~-globin and two

novel quadruple ~-globin chromosomes from Laotian and Filipino populations in Hawaii

were discovered and characterized by Southern blot gene mapping, PCR amplification and

sequencing analyses in an effort to elucidate the structure and processes of gene

duplication in the evolution of these amplified regions. Attempts to clone the reduplicated

genes in genomic library constructs were unsuccessful, presumably due to sequence

specific idiosyncrasies and problems with methylation. Restriction patterns generated from

a battery of enzymes in single and double digests indicate a similar homologous

recombination event was responsible for the expansion haplotypes. The high frequencies

(10-15%) of triplicated ~-genes in the populations studied increases the likelihood of a

homologous crossover event involving a triple ~-globin chromosome in the generation of

the quadruple arrangement. The identification of two distinct triple ~-gene chromosomal

arrangements, one in linkage with normal a-genes, and another associated with a -a3.7

deletion, indicates that the triple arrangement has undergone two recombination events in

the Filipino population. Further, gene mapping and sequence analyses ofpeR products of

the ~-gene expansions indicate that the recombinant genes are hybrids of 5''1'~1 and 3'~

genes, and that the ~-globin sequences are highly conserved to date. The absence of single

~-gene chromosomes in these populations suggests that the reciprocal chromosome in the

recombinant expansion may be detrimental or lethal, similar to the a-thalassemia deletions.

These analyses are suggestive of structural constraints within the molecule which lead to

the production of similar zeta expansions in this region. As no correlating phenotypic
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advantage has been determined to date, the frequencies observed for the reduplicated ~- '),

globin genotypes are probably maintained by random genetic drift in these populations.

The ~-globinexpansions may be an important event in the evolution of new genes or new

gene functions in the a-globin complex, and their characterization is relevant to studies of

molecular etiology of disease states and evolution in the human genome.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

The hemoglobin family has long been an important model system in elucidating

the relationships between gene mutations, regulation and developmental expression in

humans. Further, analyses of human hemoglobin variants has recently become more

important in the elucidation of the processesof genetic recombination and rearrangement.

In particular, a recent study on pathogenic hemoglobin variants in the Laotian community

of Hawaii revealed several polymorphisms which were identified as embryonic zeta (C)

globin gene duplications (Titus, 1987; Titus et al., 1988). In addition to finding

chromosomes with triple copies of this alpha-derivative globin gene, a novel quadruple

arrangement was found The identification of two different thalassemia deletions found

segregating independently of the C-gene reduplications in several of the families was also

of great interest. In addition, the subsequent identification of triple and quadruple C-globin

chromosomes in a Filipino population in Hawaii has raised many questions as to the

origin(s) of these unusual gene arrangements.

Evidence for genetic multiplication abounds in the genomes of higher organisms. In

the more complex eukaryotes there are numerous multiple gene families, examples of

which include the immunoglobin, collagen, tRNA, rRNA. haptoglobin and hemoglobin

gene complexes. It is arguable that the most important mechanism in the evolution of new

genes and novel biochemical functions is the process of gene duplication. Gene

duplication processes are responsible for (1) the generation of multiple gene copies,

thereby quantitatively increasing the production of important RNAs and proteins, (2)

internal gene duplications, which play a significant role in the refmement of existing

genes, and (3) the evolution of nonfunctional pseudogenes, where duplicate gene copies

evolve under reduced selective pressures and accumulate dysfunctional mutations.

- -_._-----------
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In the present study, recombinant DNA, polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and DNA

sequencing methodologies were employed in a comprehensive analysis of the structure

and mechanism of recombination behind the anomalous ~-genes. The importance of this

research is threefold in its contributions to (1) the characterization of the structure and

mechanisms of gene duplication, and the perhaps reciprocal deletions in humans; (2) the

correlation of the high frequency of multiple ~-gene copies in Southeast Asians with

known hereditary anemias and environmental stresses, such as malaria; and (3) the

evolutionary consequences of such gene rearrangements, both within the individual... .
genome and within the population(s). This analysis of genetic recombination in humans is

thus highly relevant to both the etiology of disease states and to the study of molecular

evolution.

Discussions of the hemoglobin molecule, the a-globin gene complex, a-thalassemia,

and mechanisms of recombination pertinant to the dissertation analyses are presented as

background information for the reader.

1.1 THE HEMOGLOBIN MOLECULE

Hemoglobin acts as the oxygen-carrying molecule for respiration in all vertebrate

erythrocytes. It consists of four polypeptide units, two a- and two p-globin peptides, held

together by noncovalent interactions. The a-chains contain 141 amino acids, whereas the

p-chains have 146 residues. Each chain contains one tightly bound prosthetic heme group

which allows for the binding of four molecules of oxygen per molecule of hemoglobin.

The molecular weight of this tetrameric protein is approximately 68,000 dalton.

Globin Gene Structure

The a-gene cluster is on the short arm of chromosome sixteen, the ~-gene cluster on

the short arm of chromosome eleven (Deisseroth et al., 1977 and 1978). In addition to the
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six functional genes, fivepseudogenes have similar, but nonfunctional sequences (Figure

1.1). The a-globin gene cluster spans thirty kilobases whereas the p-cluster stretches

fifty kilobases. The complete nucleotide sequences for the globin genefamilies and their

flanking sequences havebeendetermined for humans and several othervertebrate species

(Lauer et al., 1980; Liebhaber et al., 1980;Michelson et al., 1980, and 1983;Lawn et aI.,

1980; Fritsch et al., 1980; Proudfoot and Maniatis, 1980 and 1982; Clegg and Gagnon,

1981; Cohen-Solal et al., 1982; Nishiokaet al., 1979; Markset al.,1986; Hardisonet al.,

1986).

FIGURE 1.1

Genetic Map Of The Human Alpha And Beta-Globin Gene Complexes.
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The geneswithinthese globin clustersshare two common structural features:

1.) All hemoglobin genes are split into three exons by two intervening sequences

(IVS or "introns"). These introns are not translated, being "spliced" or excised during the

processing of the RNA transcript into mRNA. The function of introns has not yet been

established; intronsmay be nonfunctional remnants of ancestral genes, though mutations

within the IVS may clarify their role. In both a- and p-globin IVS, the splice junction

---- ------
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between the coding and noncoding region conforms to the Chambron rule (S'-GT/AG-3'),

which is prerequisite for normal nuclear mRNA slicing (Phillips and Kazazian, 1983).

There is a discrepancy in size between the introns in the a-globin genes compared with

those in the ~-globin genes. The a-globin intervening sequences are smaller, particularly

IVS-2. In the a-globin gene family the coding sequence is interrupted by IVS between

codons 31 and 32, and between codons 99 and 100. In the p-globin gene family the

interruptions are between codons 30 and 31, and between codons 104 and 105. Though

not always located at these exact codon positions, the IVS are in equivalent positions

within theglobin families (Leder et al., 1978); this suggests a single ancestral globin gene,

from which the a- and p-globin genes duplicated and evolved (Efstratiadis et al., 1980).

2.) Flanking the active genes on the a- and p-chains are untranslated sequences

which may interact with binding factors during translation, and perhaps contribute to

mRNA stability (Bunn and Forget, 1986).

Developmental Regulation of the Human Hemoglobins

The genes that code for hemoglobin' are developmentally regulated. The

transcriptional orienta~~n is similar within each cluster. The a-like genes code 5'

embryonic-adult-3' (Lauer, 1980); the p-like genes code S'-embryonic-fetal-adult-3'

(Fritsch, 1980).

In humans, the principle adult hemoglobin is a2-p-2, comprising 92% of the total.

Hb Ale, about 5% of adult hemoglobin, differs from Hb A by post-translational addition

of a glucose to the NH2-terminus of the ~chain, yielding the tetrameric structure a2(b-N

glucosejj. An additional 2% of the total hemoglobin is provided by a minor hemoglobin,

Hb A2, with subunit structure a2-82. Early in gestational life and up to eight weeks of

age, an embryonic hemoglobin is present, distinctive in structure, C2-£2, also known as

Gower 1. This embryonic hemoglobin is replaced by Hb Portland, ~"r2, and Gower 2
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a:Z-£2. After the embryonic stage, a fetal version of hemoglobin emerges with the subunit

structure a2-'Y2. Also known as Hb F, fetal hemoglobin has increased oxygen affinity,

greater than any other hemoglobins, allowing for optimal oxygen transfer from the

maternal to the fetal circulatory system. Hemoglobin F usually persists into adulthood,

making up approximately 1% of the total hemoglobin. Advancing to the adult form near

parturition, the child is thus ready to acceptoxygenfrom the atmosphere. The clustering of

these genes may signify the existence of developmental switches. Their linkage appears to

reflect evolutionary development of the genes from a common ancestor which duplica~

and then diverged. Table 1.1 summarizes the developmentally regulated human

hemoglobins.

TABLE 1.1

Human Hemoglobins

Hb Name Synonym Structure Percentage in Adults

A AdultHb a2P2 92.0%

Ale a2(p-N-glucose)2 5.0%

~ a2~ 2.5%

F FetalHb al'Y2 <1.0%
Gower 1 Embryonic Hb C2£2 0
Gower 2 Embryonic Hb a2£2 0
Portland Embryonic Hb C2'Y2 0

----------
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1.2 THE ALPHA-GLOBIN GENE COMPLEX

The a-Globin Genes

Restriction mapping and heteroduplex analysis has indicated a high degree of

homologywithin and between the two a-genes (Laueret al., 1980). The at and a2 genes

each lie in a 4 kb region of homology, with approximately 4 kb betweenthe gene centers.

These 4 kb regions of homology may havearisenfrom a duplicationevent approximately

300 million years ago (Zimmer et al., 1980), with subsequent divergence by insertions

and deletions into three homologous flanking segments (See Figure 1.2: X, Y and Z)

(Lauer et al., 1980;Liebhaber et al., 1981; Michelson et al., 1983;Hess et al. 1983). The

Z-at and Z-a2 boxes contain the at and a2 genes respectively. Comparisonof the three

coding sequences of the two a-genes has revealed no differences in exons 1, 2 or 3

(Liebhaber et al., 1981). The first intron of the a-genes are identical, but the second

intron of at carries an additional 9 bases anddiffers by another 3 bases from IVS-2 in 02.

The 5' regionsof the two a-genes are highlyhomologous (Liebhaberet al., 1980).

It has been proposed that the degree of sequence homology has an effect on the

frequency of unequal yet homologous crossovers and intergenicrecombination (Higgset

al., 1984; Collins and Weissman, 1984). The exchange of DNA during cycles of gene

loss and duplication could serve to maintainhomology between the two genes.Though the

genes may be kept similar with this method of duplication, they can diverge in structure

and copy number from related genes in other species (Zimmer et al., 1980). During

intergenic recombination, physical interactions between the parental DNA strands are

possible (Michelson and Orkin, 1983).A modelof gene correction, or "gene conversion",

can be drawn from this interaction. Bothhomogenizing effectsofconcertedevolutionhave

been implicatedin the evolution of the a-globin genes (Michelson and Orkin, 1983;Higgs

et al., 1984). The mechanisms of gene conversion and unequalcrossingover are reviewed

in a subsequent section on recombination.
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FIGURE 1.2

Structural Features of the Human a-Globin Gene Cluster.
(Modified from Higgs et al., 1989)
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The 'Va and e Genes

The human ",al gene was first characterized by Proudfoot and Maniatis (1980). It

contains, among many substitutions, an initiator codon mutation (AUG->GUG) in its 5'

noncoding sequence, and a 20 bp deletion that causes a frameshift mutation. There is an

overall 73% homology to a2 coding and noncoding sequences, including an 80% ...

homology to a-globin 3' flanking sequences, and a 65% homology to 5' flanking and all

intervening sequences. From silent site substitution rates between",a1 and a2, an estimate

of divergence time around 220 million years ago was obtained, putting the ",al gene

divergence well before the a1-a2 divergence, approximately 45 million years ago

(Proudfoot and Maniatis, 1980).

The ",a2 gene was recently discovered while sequencing DNA between the "'~I and

",al genes (Hardison et al., 1986). The new av-gene is located 65 base pairs 3' to the

polyadenylation site of "'~l. The first exon and intron of the '1'(12 gene are interrupted by

large inserts with flanking short, 6-8 base pair, direct repeats. There is no RNA

polymerase II promoter region, five frame shift mutations have occurred in the coding
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regions, and one splice site is mutated. As this gene was never recognized in hybridization

studies, the author's suggest sequence analyses will reveal a large number of divergent

gene copies.

Blot hybridization experiments using a novel orang-utan 91 globin-like sequence as

a probe demostrated multiple copies of homologous 91 sequences in the human and orang

utan genomes, in addition to a similar 5'-a2-al-81-3' linkage arrangement in humans

(Marks et al., 1986). Though the gene contains the essential sequence elements required

for expression, no 9-, or novel globin-like polypeptides have been isolated to date, and it

is believed that the novel 91 gene is a 'V-gene (Clegg 1987; Fischel-Ghodsian and Higgs

1987; Clegg 1987). The 91 gene is similar enough to the 5' a-globin sequences to suggest

an ancient ancestor for the new 91 gene (Marks et al., 1986). Comparison of the putative 9

.. amino acid sequence with those from the rabbit and horse 3'-'Va sequences suggest that

the 91 gene has been highly conserved throughout evolution, and probably predates the

mammalian radiation -85 Myr ago (Marks et al., 1986; Fischel-Ghodsian and Higgs,

1987).

The ~.Globin Genes

The C2-gene is .expressed only during early embryonic development. Analyses of

stillborn homozygous a-thalassemic fetuses have revealed complete deletions of both a

genes and the '1 gene, however the synthesis of a ~-polypeptide indicated the 5' C2 gene

was functional (Pressley et al., 1980). The sequence analysis of ~1 and C2 revealed close

homology between these two genes (Proudfoot et al., 1982). As illustrated in Figure 1.3,

the ~1 gene has six single-base changes, one of which produces an in-phase termination

codon, eliminating the possibility of a functional ~1 gene. The ~1 gene is thus known as

'1"1. Because of their homology to the a-genes, the C-genes are believed to have evolved

from a duplication and subsequent divergence from an ancient a-gene approximately 400
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million years ago (Proudfoot et al., 1982). Pseudo-tj is unusual in that it is almost

identical to l;2, and is thus either a recent 'If-gene, or it has evolved in concert with ~2

through unequal crossover and/or geneconversion (Hill et al., 1985a.).

FIGURE 1.3

Structural Features Of The Zeta-Globin Genes.
This diagram illustrates both the high level of homology and the structuraldifferences
between the l;t gene (top) and the C2 gene (bottom). (From Proudfoot et al., 1982).

BCN - I
NTROO c=J
f'D.I.COOItoG ...
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126 Aap
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The l;-genes have unusual introns,considerably larger than those of the ancestral a

globin gene. They also possess simple repeats: ACAGTGGGGAGGGG, is repeated

twelve times in l;2 and thirty-nine times in 'If~1 (Figure 1.3). There is little heterogeneity

found in this sequence. The l;-IVS-l repeat bears a strong homology (79%) to a 5' side

repeat sequence of the human insulin gene, and it is postulated these evolved from a

common ancestor (Proudfoot et al., 1982). There is also a simple repeat sequence,

-- --------------
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CGGGG, found throughout the second intron of both t-genes: a nonperfect run of thirty

five repeats in the C2 and a fifty-two repeat run in ",CI. Several copies of similar repeats

are found in the second intron of the a-globin genes, which constitutes a feasible origin for

these simple repeat sequences (Proudfoot et aI., 1982).

The unequal number of repeat sequences between tl and ",al may have some

interference effect on the correction mechanisms of gene conversion, thereby allowing the

CI gene to accumulate mutations. This theory is not'well-accepted (Proudfoot et al., 1982;

Hill et al., 1985a). Hill, Nicholls, Thein and Higgs (1985) suggested that a gene

conversion event, which removed the single inactivating mutation in tlo was responsible

for the t2-CI arrangement common in eight populations studied. Li (1983) suggests that

the rate of fixation of a ",-gene depends on population size and base substitution rates.

Thus in absence of genetic drift, for example in an extremely large population, a ",-gene

may never become fixed; this theory is exemplified in the polymorphic tl gene.

Flanking and Intervening Sequences

It is believed that the 3' and 5' noncoding sequences surrounding the a-like genes

function as nonexpressed spacer DNA, as representative "selfish" DNA, and/or possibly

as regulatory sequences in gene expression (for review see Collins and Weissman, 19B4).

These sequences represent 80%-90% of the entire a-globin complex.

The Alu family of repeated sequences has been well characterized in the a

noncoding regions (Proudfoot et al., 1980; Hess et al., 1983). Alu repeats have

approximately 300,000 copies per human genome, and are believed to have some role in

DNA replication, or mRNA processing (Collins and Weissman, 1984; Schmid and

Jelinek, 1982). This family of repeated sequences is discussed further in connection with

mechanisms ofrecombination in a subsequent section.
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In addition to the Alu family, there are three hypervariable regions of DNA in the

noncoding sequences of the a-globin complex. The hypervariable regions are located in

the intergene DNA between~2 and ~1, in the IVS-l region of ~1, and 3' of the ",at-globin

gene (Higgs et al., 1981; Goodbourne et al., 1983; Chapman et al., 1986).

The noncoding sequences are not under the same functional constraints as coding

regions, and are thus able to "evolve" through mutation without adverse consequences to

the organism. The result is highly polymorphic regions that act as markers within

individual genomes. The restriction fragment length polymorphisms obtained from

individuals can be usedin genetic diagnosis and population studies.

1.3 ALPHA·THALASSEMIA

The Thalassemia Syndromes, encompassing a group of anemias known to be

deficient in a- or.p-globin subunits, have been shown to exhibit all of the main examples

of mutation at the molecularlevel. These mutations include base substitutions, deletions,

transpositions, insertions, and inversions leading to nonsense, missense and frameshift

anomalies. The thalassemia mutations result in a quantitativechange, manifest in a reduced

rate of globin chain synthesis with varying degrees of clinical expression.

Thalassemia heterozygotesoccur in very high frequencies in geographic areas from

the Mediterranean throughthe Middle East, India, Burma and Southeast Asia (Bonn and

Forget, 1986). The thalassemias may be the most common gene disorders in the world,

presenting massive health problems in several countries (Weatherall and Clegg, 1983).

This fact has raised many questions as to the selective advantage responsible for the

persistence of these apparentlydisadvantageous alleles. Recent evidence correlating high

frequencies of a2-tbalassemia with natural selection by malaria supports an older

hypothesis that proposes hemoglobinopathies confer a selective advantage to
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heterozygotes in malarial environments (Hill et al., 1985 and 1986).

Alpha thalassemia results from deletion or dysfunction of one, two, three or all

four of the a-globin genes (Figure 1.4). It is characterized by either reduced levels of

synthesis, (a2), or no detectable synthesis whatsoever, (al). The deletion or dysfunction

of an a-gene results in a quantitative hemoglobin defect, with unbalanced globin

synthesis. The variation in the clinical features and patterns of inheritance of a-thalassemia

are due to diversity in the underlying molecular structure. Using the Present state-of-the-art

detection techniques, the abnormal a-genes in combination with p-thalassemias and other

forms of hemoglobinopathies can generate more than 50 possible genotypes. Precise

diagnosis of many of these genotypes can be arduous, or possible only by exclusion,

without extensive molecular analysis.

Most o-thalassemias are due to gene deletions, detectable by Southern Blotting

techniques (Orkin et al., 1978). A haplotype, the spacial combination of polymorphic... .
alleles that exist on a chromosome, can be derived by the Southern Blotting technique. A

normal a-globin haplotype may be written (aalaa), representing the a2 and al genes on

both chromosomes. Alpha-globin haplotypes with gene deletions are denoted to reflect the

number of gene loci Present. Loss of one (-alaa), two (--/aa or -ai-a), three (-01--),

or four (--1-) a-genes can be designated. The a-genes are further classified as to the type

of deletion or nondeletion mutation, using superscripts above the genotype notation. For

example, a nondeletion a-thalassemic haplotype is denoted (anT/an) if the nondeletion

mutation is not identifiable, and (aaCS'aa) for Hb Constant Spring. Nondeletion a

thalassemias are harder to detect than the deletions since the a-genes usually appear intact

with the Southern method. As molecular defects are defined more precisely it will become

easier to identify non-deletion thalassemias with the polymerase chain reaction technique;

this has already been used successfully in screening for aCSmutations (Hsia et al., 1989).
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FIGURE 1.4

Gene Deletion Model For Various a-Thalassemia Syndromes.
Gene deletions are represented by the dotted, open blocks.

(From Bunn and Forget, 1986).
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a-Thalassemia-2

The least severe a-thalassemia, resulting from a deletion of only one of the four a

genes (-alaa), is virtually asymptomatic and considered a "silent carrier", or a

thaIassemia-2 heterozygote. Characterization of at least two different deletions for a

thalassemia-2 have been made based on analysis of both DNA clones in vitro, and from

detailed restriction maps of naturally occurring a-thalassemic DNA (Lauer et al., 1980;

Embury et aI., 1979 and 1980). The "leftward" and "rightward" deletions are now known
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to be products of unequal crossing over between the a-globin sequences on different

chromosomes (Higgs et al., 1985) (Figure 1.5). Location of the homologous boxes X, Y

and Z of the a-globin genes are key in understanding this mechanism. As illustrated in

Figure 1.5, misalignment and crossover between the X blocks of homology, which are

4.2 kb apart, produces a deletion of 4.2 kb which includes the ez gene (-a4.2).

Misalignment and crossover between or near the Z boxes, which are 3.7 kb apart, results

in a 3.7.kb deletion of DNA. The resulting a-gene is a fusion product (-a3.7) of a2 and al

due to the point of crossover. Population surveys have shown that the -a3.7 deletion is

more common than the -a4.2 defect (Trent et al., 1984;Hillet al.,1985). This discrepancy

may provide some insight into the mechanism behind the different deletions, whereby one

type may demand greater constraints on the molecule.It may also be indicative of different

selective pressures present in the various populations (Hill et al., 1986). Chromosomes

bearing triplicated a-genes (aaaanti-3.7 and aaaanti-4.2) have been described, with the

anti-a3.7 the more prevalent of the two (Goossens et al., 1980; Higgs et al., 1980).

The remaining e-globin gene in an a-thalassemia-2 heterozygote may be affected

with one of the nondeletion a-thalassemias (Kan et al., 1977). The a-genes may also be

linked to different intergenic and downstream hypervariable regions (Higgs et al., 1981)

as well as single, normal or reduplicated t-genes (Winichagoon et al., 1982; Titus 1989;

Titus et al., 1988; 1987). These circumstances would produce varying haplotypes from

Southern Blot analysis.
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FIGURE 1.5

Unequal Crossing Over Of Chromosomes Malaligned At The X and Z
Boxes In The a-Globin Cluster.

The former deletes at 4.2 kb and the latter a 3.7 kb DNA fragment (From Kan, 1986)
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e-Thalassemia-I

Deletion of two a-genes, in either cis (--/aa) or trans (-aI-a) configuration, results

in a-thalassemia-l heterozygosity, or a-thalassemia-2 homozygosity (Figure 1.4). Either

arrangement produces mildclinical symptoms, characterized by morphologic abnormalities

in red blood cells. Detection of a-thalassemia-l heterozygosity is important, as n-I

carriers are at risk for producing offspring with Hb Bart's hydrops fetalis, described

below.

The a-thalassemia-2 homozygote is derived from "silent carrier" parents (-alan),

inheriting two chromosomeswith the -0.3•7 or -a4.2 deletions.Many haplotypes have been

described for the (-/aa) a-thalassemia-l heterozygote. The most common haplotypes are

of Southeast Asian and Mediterranean origin. In the SoutheastAsian (SEA) deletion more

----~._---------- -----------
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than 20 kb has been deleted, including both functional a-genes and the ",a-genes, the

breakpoint being just 200-300 bases 3' of the Cl gene (Chui et al., 1986). More than seven

haplotypes have been described for this deletion (Pressely et al., 1980; Winachagoon et

al., 1984). Extensive a O deletions have been identified whereby the entire a-cluster,

including both a-genes, the ",a-genes, and one or both ~-genes, has been deleted (Figure

1.6) (WeatherhaII et al., 1981; Pressley et aI., 1980; Chang and Kan, 1984; Felice et al.,

1984). This type of mutation is particularly disturbing as this a-thalassemia-l heterozygote

would produce an apparently normal haplotype on Southern Blot analysis, but if cou~"ed

with a known a-thalassemia-l heterozygote (-/aa) could produce an hydropic infant.

FIGURE 1.6

Different Deletions Causing a·Thalassemia.
The shaded bars represent regions where the precise end point of the deletion are

indeterminate. The cross-hatch bars represent variable 3' or 5' endpoints in different
individuals. (Modified from Bunn & Forget, 1986)
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Hemoglobin H Disease

Hemoglobin H disease results from deletion of three a-genes (-aJ--), (Kan et

al., 1975) (Figure 1.4). This condition is characterized by chronic hemolytic anemia. The

~chains aggregate to form an unstable hemoglobin which precipitates in the cells (~4).

The diagnosis of Hb H can be made by Hb electrophoresis. Southern blotting will discern

the type of deletions involved, resulting from a combination of the above described

mutations.

Hb Bart's Hydrops Fetalis

Deletion of all four a-globin genes results in the production of Hemoglobin Bart's

(')4) which has a high oxygen affinity and is useless as an oxygen carrier (Hunt, 1959). In

the presence of Hb Ban's, The 5' ~2-globin gene, normally inactive after about ten weeks

of gestation, remains active during the entire pregnancy (Pressley et al., 1980). As a result .

of the low tissue oxygen levels, the fetus suffers cardiac hypertrophy, hydrops fetalis and

neonatal death. However, two infants who underwent exchange transfusion at birth have

survived for over 2 years (Rubin et al., 1984; Beaudry et al., 1986). Maternal morbidity

and congestive hean failure are also associated with pregnancies of this type (Nakayama et

al., 1986).

The Non-Deletion a-Thalassemias

Restriction fragment length polymorphism analyses of the human a-globin cluster

have accrued evidence of non-deletion mutations which affect the transcription and

expression of the a-globin alleles (Higgs and Weatherall, 1983). Though deletion mutants

are more prevalent than nondeletion mutants, particular nondeletion a-thalassemic mimics

are prevalent in Southeast Asians (Table 1.2). Hemoglobin Constant Spring (Hb CS) is a

chain-termination mutation resulting from a base substitution at codon 142 (UAA,

"STOP", ->CAA, "OLD"); the abolition of the termination codon produces an a-globin

chain with 31 extra amino acids. This mutation causes the mRNA transcript, and any
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protein derived from it, to be susceptible to nucleases and/or proteinases and thus

unstable. Phenotypically, Hb CS resemble a-thalassemia-2 heterozygotes, with reduced

output of a-gene proteinsand mild clinical symptoms (Weatherall, 1983).

1.4 MECHANISMS OF GENETIC RECOMBINATION

Gene Expansion and Deletion

The genome, once thought to be a static entity, is clearly a fluid, dynamic entity,

expanding, contracting and dispersing throughout the course of evolution. Several

mechanisms have beenput forth to describe the process of gene deletion and expansion in

the genome. Most informationavailable on genetic recombination has 'comefrom research

in fungi and prokaryotes(Whitehouse, 1982). Veryfew studies on genetic recombination

have been made using higher organisms, such as the primates, probably because it is

supposed that the mechanismsof recombination are similiar, and because identification of

areas of recombination are harder to come by and work with in higher eukaryotes.

Homologous But Unequal Crossovers

Simple Re.petitive DNAE!ements

Unequal crossovers occur between sequences that exhibit at least a minimal degree

of homology. The base-pairing of these homologous reigons between antiparallel strands

from two DNA molecules is believed to initiate the crossover. A considerable proportion

of the DNA in higher organisms consists of repeated DNA sequences, which exist in

simple tandem repeats from 2-12 bases up to larger, more complicated repeat sequences.

Several models have been proposed to account for the mechanism of repetitive DNA

sequence evolution. Smith (1976) proposed that the very nature of these repetitive DNA's

generated and perpetuated their proliferation via unequal crossover in the genome.

Another model, slipped-strand misspairing, involves local strand denaturation,
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displacement of duplex DNA strands and mispairing of complementary bases at an

existing tandem repeat unit site (Levinson and Gutman, 1987). On a molecular scale,

slipped-strand mispairing best accounts for the duplication and proliferation of shorter

repeat units, as longer slippage would not so easily be toleratedin the duplex configuration

(Levinson and Gutman, 1987). Unequal crossover, involving chromosomal alignment

during cell division, would be limited to the area of homologous, but unequal pairing,

with no bias toward shorter units (Levinson and Gutman, 1987). Tandem repeat

sequences provide a suitable substrate for unequal crossover pairing, and have been

implicated as hotspots for this type of recombination (Jeffreysand Harris, 1982; Jeffreys

et al., 1985; 1985a).

A primary example of the evolution of highly repetitive genes through homologous

but unequal crossing-over (and interchromosome spreading) are the rRNA and tRNA

genes (Dover and Coen, 1981; Li 1983). The homogeneity observed in gene members of

these families is purportedly preserved by purifying selection incombination with unequal

crossing-over and gene conversion. Further examples of recombination between simple

tandem repetitive sequences leading to new genes, novel genefunctions and deficiencies

can be found in the immunoglobin genes (Nikaido et al., 1981;Li 1983), and the human

transferrin (Park et al., 1985), haptoglobin (Oliviero et al., 1985; Maeda and Smithies,

1986), and fibrinogen genes (Kant et al., 1985).

Tandem repeat DNA tracts exist in both the ~-globin and the a-globin complexes.

Analysis of the Gy- and Aj-globins provided the first evidence of duplication via

homolgous but unequal crossing-over between small repeat units (Slightom et al., 1980;

Shen 1981). The list of variant mammalian globin genes that have diverged in copy

number purportedly due to homologous but unequal crossing-over is long. Human

chromosomes bearing single and multiple copies of the a-globin, ~-globin and --rglobin
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genes genes have been described (Goossens et al., 1980; Higgs et al., 1980; Platica et al.,

1983; Winichagoon et aI., 1982; Titus et al., 1988; Trent et aI.,1981; Hill et aI., 1986a).

Alu Family Recombination

Primate Alu repeats are approximately 300 bp long and composed of two imperfectly

repeated monomer units (Jagadeeswaran et aI., 1981). There are approximately 300,00

500,000 copies, totaling -5% of the DNA, interspersed throughout the human genome

(Jelinek et al., 1980). The Alu repeat sequences are believed to have a role in DNA

replication and mRNA processing (Schmid et aI., 1982; Jagadeeswaran et aI., 1981;

Jelinek et aI., 1980). Structural features such as internaI RNA polymerase ill initiation

and termination sequences, an oligodeoxyadenylate sequence, and flanking direct repeat

sequences are features consistent with a mechanism of dispersaI by transcription,

transposition and insertion; it has been suggested that the Alu members are transposable

DNA elements (Schmid and Jelinek, 1982; Jagadeeswaran et al., 1981; Fritsch et al.,

1980).

Genome instability and sequence reammgements have been observed in conjunction

with Alu-Alu recombination events that result in deleterious deletions and translocations

(Calabretta et aI., 1982; Lehrman et aI., 1985; de Klein et al., 1986). Evidence of Alu

sequence involvementin hemoglobin deficiencies include two forms ofHPFH (hereditary

persistence of fetal hemoglobin) in the p-globin cluster (Jagadeeswaran et aI., 1982;

Ottolenghi et al., 1982), and five specific deletions generated by homologous

recombination betweenAlu repeats in the a-globin cluster (Nicholls et al., 1987).

Gene duplication in the human growth hormone gene family reportedly involved

homologous but unequal exchange between two Alu elements (Barsh et al., 1983). In

addition, one of the three types of triplicated a-globin genes was purportedly produced by

alignment of and subsequentcrossover between two Alu sequences (Platica et al., 1983).
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The cooperative involvementof homologous repeat sequences misaligning during

meiosis (Powers and Smithies, 1986) and/or the possibility that Alu sequences act as

origins of replication bringingnonallelic segmentsof DNA together (Jelinek et al., 1980)

are possible explanations for the role of AIurepeats in the generation of expansions and

deletions.

Illegitimate Crossovers

Hemoglobin Lepore and anti-Lepore are primary examplesof hybrid globin chains

produced by non-homologous crossing-over. Hb Leporecontains normal a-globin chains

but abnormal b-globin chains. The abnonnaI b-chain is a fusion productgenerated by an

illegitimate crossover between the &-globin gene on one chromosome and the~locus on

the complementary chromosome, andis mostprobablydue to chromosomal misalignment

during meiosis (Flavell et al., 1978). There is also at least one form of HPFH-(P

thalassemia) (Mager et al., 1985) and an Indian pO-thalassemia deletion that are

purportedlydue to illegitimate crossover events.

Structural Deletions

Two HPFH forms, and several forms of the p-thalassemia deletions exhibit

remarkably similar deletion sizes (Jones et al., 1981; Vanin et aI., 198~). This similarity

led researchers to postulate a chromatin/intranuclear matrix association or "anchorage",

throughwhich loopsof chromatin radiate and becomesusceptible to deletion events during

DNA replication, to explain the unexpected relationship betweenthesedeletions (Vanin et

al.,1983).

Conversion Units

During intergenic recombination, physical interactions between the parental DNA

strands have been the basis for a model of gene correction, or "gene conversion"

(Messelson and Radding, 1975; Szostak et aI.1983). The standard definition of gene
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conversion is the nonreciprocal transferof sequence information from one DNA duplex to

another (Collins and Weissman, 1984). The sequences are thus corrected via mismatch

repair, with the donor sequence remaining the same, so the genes evolve in concert

(Figure 1.7). The homogenizing effects of concerted evolution, including unequal yet

homologous crossing-over and gene conversion, have been implicated in the evolution of

the y-globin genes in the p-globin cluster (Slightom et aI., 1980; Shen et aI., 1981; Powers

and Smithies, 1986), the a-globin genes (Liebhaber et aI., 1981; Michelson and Orkin,

1983; Higgs et aI., 1984; Hess et aI., 1983), and in the C-globin embryonic genes

(Goodbourn et aI., 1983; Hill et aI., 1985; Chapman et aI., 1986).

FIGURE 1.7

Schematic Comparison Of Unequal Crossing-Over And Gene Conversion.
" A pair of homologous genes A and B are arranged in tandem. Note that the resulting lower

haplotype is identical for a double unequal crossover or for gene conversion, so these
mechanisms can be distinguished only if both products of the recombination event can be
ascertained, which is difficult if not impossible to achieve in higher eukaryotes.

(Modified from Collins and Weissman, 1984)
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CHAFfER TWO

MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 SAMPLES, ENZYMES, REAGENTS AND PROBES

Samples

DNA from individuals screened for a-thalassemia under the Comprehensive

Hereditary Anemia Project in Hawaii (SPRANS MCJ 153562) and identified as triple and

quadruple t-globin heterozygotes (Titus, 1987), was made available by Dr. Y.E. Hsia,

Principle Investigator, Professor of Genetics, University of Hawaii. Subsequent patient

blood samples used for the rei solation of genomic DNAs were also kindly provided by Dr.

Y.E. Hsia.

Enzymes

The restriction enzymes used and fragment sizes generated with various probes in a

"normal" genotype are listed in Table 3.2. These enzymes were chosen based on both

published t-globin sequence information (Proudfoot et al., 1982; Chapman et aI., 1986)

and a-thalassemia characterization procedures previously reported (Titus, 1987; Titus et

al., 1988; Weatherall, 1983; Chui et al, 1986; Bunn and Forget, 1986; Winichagoon et al,

1984).

All enzymes were purchased either from International Biotechnologies, Inc., or

Promega with for the following exceptions: (1) Calf Intestinal Phosphatase (CIF) was

purchased from Boehringer-Mannheim; (2) A-phage packaging extracts were either

Promega's Packagene or Gigapack Gold from Stratagene Inc. as noted in the methods

section; (3) TaqI Polymerase was from Perkin-Elmer Cetus; (4) sequencing enzyme

Sequenase 2 was purchased from UnitedStates Biochemical. Enzymes were stored as per

manufacturers'recommendations.
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Reagents

Biochemicals used in this study were of analytical grade purchased mainly from

Sigma Biochemical Company or the Fisher Corporation. However, ultra-pure reagent

agarose, cesium chloride and distilled phenol were purchased from International

Biotechnologies, Inc.

Radioisotopes (deoxycytidine 5'_[a_32p] triphosphate, specific activity >3000

ci/mmol) to radiolabel plasmid probes and (deoxyadenosine [355] specific activity

>lOOOci/mmol) used in the Sanger sequencing method were purchased from Amersham.

The radioisotope (5'[y-32p] ATP, specific activity> 5000ci/mmol) used to label oligomer

probes was purchased from New England Nuclear. Radioisotope 32p was used within 1

half-life (2 weeks) to insure a high specificactivityand minimize degradation artifacts.

All solutions, glassware and plasticware were either autoclaved or sterile filtered

with 0.7.2 or 0.45 mm millipore filters.

General Reagents:

1) BAK, 17% technical grade

2) Chloroform

3) Ethanol, 95 and 100%

4) Formamide, deionized

5) Glacial acetic acid

6) Glycerol, 99%

7) Isoamyl alcohol, 99%

8) Isopropanol, 99%

9) Methanol

to) Phenol, redistilled
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Plasmid Probes

The a- and t-globin cDNA probes used in this study were provided by Dr. Haig H.

Kazazian Jr., Dept. of Pediatrics. The John Hopkins University School of Medicine,

Baltimore. MD. A second t-globin gene probe, isolated from a fetal genomic library

(Lauer et al.• 1980) was provided by Dr. Barbara Chapman, Chiron Corporation.

Emeryville. CA.

Table 2.1 lists plasmids and restriction enzymes used to generate particular gene

regions, sizes of probe inserts and published references. The integrity of each probe was

established periodically by diagnostic plasmid-insert restriction patterns.

TABLE 2.1

Recombinant Plasmids Containing Specific Human Globin Gene Fragments
. Utilized As Probes To Characterize The t·Globin Haplotypes

Probe Plasmid Enzyme Gene Region Insert size Reference

pBRt PBR322 HinfI 85% of ZI gene 1.9 kb Lauer et al., 1980
Sac I/EcoRI tl 5' IVR 0.5kb

AIu 5' 'l'tl IVR 0.9kb

5'tHVR pmI25 Sst l/EcoRl tl 5' IVR 0.5kb (Titus, subcloned)

teDNA PBR322 Pst I eDNA subclone C2 0.6 kb Cohen-Solal, 1982

JW101a pMB9 Mbo 11/ Hinf I cDNA subclone a gene 0.9 kb Wilson et al, 1978

Pseudo-I, Globin Oligonucleotide Probe

One t-globin primer was designed to detect a three base pair stop codon mutation in

the first intron of the ",tl gene. This oligomer was synthesized by the Biotechnology

Instrumentation Facility, University of Hawaii. Designated as Primer No.9 (Table 2.5,

Section 2.7) the ",tl Probe has two changes (G->T and A->G ) which differentiate the
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",el gene from the C2 gene in this region. These changes are in the middle of the probe

sequence, which, under relatively stringent hybridization and washing conditions, should

prevent the 21 base pair oligomer from hybridizing to ~2 genes.

2.2 SOUTHERN ANALYSES OF RESTRICTED GENOMIC &
AMPLIFIED DNA

2.2.1 Human Genomic DNA Isolation

This protocol is based on that developed in Ray White's laboratory, Howard Hughes

Medical Institute, University of Utah Medical School, Salt Lake City, Utah. Human blood

samples were handled as biohazardous, employing appropriate safety measures such as

wearing gloves and treating wastes by autoelaving orwith chlorine bleach.

Protocol

Venous blood samples (20-35 ml aliquots) in EDTA tubes were stored frozen at

-700C. Partially thawed samples were then immediately diluted to -40 ml with cold TE

10-10 buffer and mixed inversion to ensure lysis of the RBC's. Samples were centrifuged

at 3000 RPM for 10 minutes at 4°C in an lEe PR6 centrifuge rotor, inverted to discard the

supernatant, and the pellets resuspended in 40 ml TE 10-10 buffer. The samples were

repeatedly centrifuged and resuspended in TE 10-10until all there was no trace of RBC's

in the pellet. Pellets were then resuspended in 20 ml TE 10-5 buffer and 10% SDS was

added to a final concentration of 0.5%. Proteinase K was added to each lysate to a final

concentration of 200 mglml, mixed and incubated overnight at 37°C. Samples were

phenol extracted with an equal volume ofequilibratedphenol, mixed on an orbital shaker

at RT for 1-2 hours, and centrifuged at 2000RPM for 30 minutes to separate the phases.

The upper aqueous phase was transferred to a new tube and an equal volume of

cWoroform:isoamyl alcohol (24:1) was added, mixed by inversion on an orbital shaker for

up to 2 hours, and phases again separated by centrifugation at 1500 RPM for 10 minutes.
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Upper aqueous phaseswere transferredas before into a new 50 ml centrifugetube, 1/1Oth

volume of 3M sodium acetate was added and samples mixed by inversion. DNA was

precipitated with an equal volume of isopropanol. Sample DNA was spooled onto a

siliconized glass pasteur pipette and resuspended in 5 ml 1'£ 10-0.1 buffer at 4°C

overnight. When in solution, the DNA was reprecipitated using 0.5 volume of 7.5 M

ammonium acetate and two volumes of coldabsolute ethanol. PrecipitatedDNA was then

spooled onto a glass pipette as above and resuspended in 1'£ 10-0.1 buffer to a

concentration of 105mg/ml. A UV 21 Bausch andLomb spectrophotometer was used to

check DNAconcentration and purity, DNA samples werestored in CostarBiofreeze 5 ml

vials at 4°C.

Solutions andMaterials

1) 1 M Tris-Clt pH 8.0

2) 2 'MTris-Clt pH 7.5

3) 0.5 M EDTA, pH 8.0

4) 5MNaCI

5) TE 10-1 Buffer:
10mM Tris-HCI, pH 8.0
1mM EDTAt pH 8.0

6) TE 10-10 Buffer:
10mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0
10mM EDTA, pH 8.0

7) TE 10-5 Buffer:
10mM Tris-HClt pH 8.0
5 mM EDTA, pH 8.0

8) TE 10-0.1 Buffer:
10mM Tris-HCl,pH 8.0
0.1 mM EDTA,pH 8.0

9) SDS, 10 %, pH 7.2

10) Proteinase K 10mg/ml
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11) Phenol, redistilled and equilibrated in TE

12) Chloroform:Isoamyl alcohol (24:1)

13) 3 M Sodium Acetate, pH 6.0

14) 7.5 M Ammonium Acetate

2.2.2 Restriction Endonuclease Digestion

Sizing gels (0.5%) were used to analyze DNA degradation and concentrationbefore

restriction digestion. Uncut A.-DNA was run as the control.

Restriction Endonuclease Digests .'

Human genomic DNA samples were digested with 5 units of enzyme per J.1g of

DNA. Normally, 5.5 J.1g of DNA was digested in a 110 J.L1 volume. Parallel control digests

were executed using 0.5 J.1g of uncut A.-DNA and 0.5 J.1g of genomic DNA. Buffers used

and digestion temperatures followed the specifications of the manufacturer for each

enzyme. Enzyme buffers were provided by the manufacturer in lOX concentrations and

kept stored at -200C. It was discovered that a digestion time of 4 hours was more than

adequate to completely digest human genomic DNA. This incubation period minimized

sample degradation.

Completion of digestion was determined by electrophoresis of the control digests. If

digestion was determined to be complete, the human samples (stored at -200C post

digestion) were precipitated with 0.1 volume 3 M Na Acetate and 2.5 volumes of absolute

ethanol at -70oC for 0.5 hr, and centrifuged in a Fisher microfuge for 10 minutes at 4oC.

The supernatant was decanted, the samples air dried or lyophilyzed and resuspended in 15

ml ofTE 10-0.1 buffer. Samples were loaded into 0.8% gels with 5 J.L1 tracking dye.
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2.2.3 Molecular Weight Markers

The absolute size of electrophoresed restriction fragments were determined by

mobility comparisons to a standard set of fragments produced by control DNA markers

(Table 2.2). Marker fragments were (1) measured visually under UV light and an adjacent

UV florescent ruler, or (2) radiolabelled andmeasuredfrom the Southern blots.

TABLE 2.2

Markers Used To Determine Restriction Fragment And Amplified DNA
Molecular Weight Sizes

Marker Fragment Sizes Marker FragmentSizes

ADNA uncut 50kb

A-Hind ill 23.130 A-Hind llIIRl 21.226
9.416 5.148
6.680 4.973
4.360 4.277
2.322 3.530
2.027 2.027
0.567 1.904

1.584
1.330
0.983

A-Sal I 33.0 0.831
15.0 0.564

0.125

cjlXI74-RF-Haeill 1.35 pOEM (Promega) 2.65
1.078 1.60
0.872 1.19
0.603 0.6
0.504 0.5
0.301 0.45
0.280 0.4
0.234 0.35
0.194 0.222
0.118 0.175
0.075 0.126

0.075
0.065
0.051
0.036
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Radiolabeling Markers

Markers were end-labelled with DNA polymerase I Klenow fragment. Protocol

described is a modified version of Dillon et al, 1985, and Brown, 1980. Reactionwas set

up on ice in a 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tube, adding:

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

3.0 III
90.5 J,1l
0.5 J,1l.
5.0 J,1l
1.0 J,1l

Hind ill digested Lambda-DNA (3 ug)
IX Klenow reaction buffer (forreaction volume of 100Ill).
colddATP (8 mm)
dC-[a-32p] triphosphate(50 IlCi) (>3000 Cilmmol)
Klenow (4 units)

This reaction mixwas incubated at 200C for 10minutes, stopped with 1/20 volume 0.5 M

EDTA, precipitated with 1/10 volume 3 M NaAC, 100 mg tRNA for 30 minutes at ()O'C,

and centrifuged 15 minutes to pellet the DNA. The pellet was washed twice with 70%

EtOH, dried, resuspended in 120 III TE 10-0.1 buffer (0.025 mg/ml concentration) and

stored frozen at -200C. Marker integrity was checked with a mini-Southern blot, or by

dessicating thegel (Biorad gel drier) and exposing it to film overnight.

Solutions

1) Klenow reaction buffer:
20 mM Tris, pH 7.8
IOmMMgCl2

2) dATP,8mM

2.2.4 Gel Electrophoresis

Genomic DNAdigests were analyzed according to the resolution of fragment sizes

using 0.7%-1 % agarose gels in IX Tris-acetate-EDTA (TAE) buffer. Amplified PCR

products wererunon 3% GTG Nusieve/1% agarose inTAE buffer. Genomic gels had0.5

mg/ml ethidium bromide (EtBr) added to the agarose solution as a DNA intercolating

agent; gels with PCRproducts were stained in EtBrpost-electrophoresis. The HoefferHE

99 submarine gel apparatus (20 X 15 em) wasusedfor the genomic gels; amplified DNA

was analyzed in theHoefferunit or in a BioRad Mini gel apparatus.
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Genomic DNAsizing gels were electrophoresed at 50 volts for 6 hours in the TAE

buffer system. Restriction digest test gels were electrophoresed at 33 volts overnight.

GenomicDNASouthern Blot gels were electrophoresed -20 hours at 33 volts, depending

upon therestriction enzymeemployed. Gels with PCR products were run at 75 volts in the

Hoffer unitand 125 volts in theMini unit, for I to3 hours or until the dye migrated two

thirds of thewaythrough the gel.

Gels were photographed using the Fotodyne FCR 10 photographic system and a

PolaroidDS34 Direct ScreenInstantCamera with Polaroid 667, ASA 3000,film,

Solutions

1) 20XTris-acetate-EDTA buffer,dilute to IXTAErunning buffer

2) Ethidium bromide, 10 mg/ml

3) Tracking Dye:
0.1% Bromophenol Blue (BPB)
O.lMEDTA
50% glycerol

2.2.5 Nucleic Acid Transfers and Hybridizations

Thefollowing procedures for nucleicacidtransfers and hybridizations are attributed

to E.M. Southern (1975), with modifications from "Ray White's laboratory, Howard

Hughes Medical Institute, University of UtahMedical School.

Nucleic Acid Transfers

After the blot gels were photographed under short wave UV light, the gels were

denatured (0.2 N NaOH, 0.6 M NaCI) with gentle rocking on an orbital shaker for 45

minutes at RT, then washed with ddH20 and neutralized (0.5 M Tris-HCl,pH 7.5,1.5 M

NaCl) withgentle agitation at RT for 45 minutes.

Theneutralized gels were transferred by capillary action through a sponge saturated

with withcold (40C) transfer buffer (0.025 M NaP04) in a large Pyrex dish. Precut BRL
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blotting pads and Nytran membrane filters were presoaked in transfer buffer for 30

minutes prior to transfer. The blotting stack was assembled in the Pyrex dish in order

(from bottom to top): saturated sponge, prewashed large blotting pad, gel (denatured),

neutralized and face down, prewet filter, 3 MM paper, 6" of blotting pads (paper towels

are ok). The buffer was replenished to the brim and the transfer allowed to proceed

overnight. Membranes were then rinsed briefly in 2X sse, and washed twice in 2X SSC

for 15 minutes at RT with agitation. A Stratogene UV Stratolinker was used to crosslink

the DNA onto the membranes. The filters were next washed in O.IX sse, 0.5% SOS at

650 e for '0.5 hour, transfered to a Seal-a-Meal bag and prehybridized in -15 ml of

prehybridization solution (see below) at 420Cfor at least one hour. Filters could be stored

at 4°e in prehybridization solution.

Hybridizations

Random primed probes were incubated at 95-1()()OC for 5 minutes, quenched on ice

and added to the membranes in -15 ml of hybridization solution (see below). A minimum

of 8 X 1()6 cpm probe was used for each 11 X 13 em filter, Filters were incubated for a
0' ••

minimum of 2 hours for the amplified DNA blots and overnight for the genomic Southern

blots.

Genomic Southern.probe/hybridization solutions could be reused, or stored for up to

one week at 4°e in a beta-block container. However, the amplified DNA blots hybridized

the entire probe with nothing left to reuse! Nonspecifically-bound probe was removed by

sequential washes: (1) 2X sse, 0.1% SOS at RT for 2 minutes, (2) 2X sse, 0.1% SOS
.,

at RT with agitation for 15 minutes, and (3) O.IX SSe, 0.1 % SDS, at RT with agitation,

and (4-5) two 30 minute O.IX sse, 0.1% SOS washes at 650e with agitation. After the

washes the filters were removed, blotted off on 3MM paper, and ready for

autoradiography.
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SttiP.Pin& the Hybridized Probe From the Filters

Hybridized probe was removed following the method of R.A. Gatti et al. (1984)

before reprobing the filter membranes. Filters were washed twice in500 m1 of O.lX sse,
0.1 % SDS for 15 minutes each at 950C with agitation. Membranes were then

prehybridized as noted above.

Solutions

1) 4NNaOH

2) Denaturation solution:
0.2NNaOH
0.6MNaCI

3) Neutralization solution:
0.5 M Tris-HCI. pH 7.5
1.5 MNaCI

4) 1 M Phosphate buffer, pH 6.7

5) Transfer Buffer:
0.025 M phosphate buffer

6) 20X sse. pH 7.4. dilute for washes

7) 50% Dextran Sulfate

8) Salmon Sperm DNA (10 mglml)

9) lO%SDS

10) Prehybridization Solution:

11) Hybridization Solution:

5X sse
lOX Denhardt's
0.5 M NaP04. pH 6.7
500 J1g1ml Salmon SpermDNA
2.5% Dextran Sulfate
50% Formamide

50% Formamide
5XSSC
0.2 M NaP04' pH 6.7
100 mg/ml SS DNA
10% dextran S04
IX Denhardt's solution
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2.2.6 Rare Cutter Restriction .Enzymes and Pulse-Field Gel Assays

This particular assay was made possible by a magnanimous offer of technical

assistance and expertise from Dr. Larry S. Shapiro, Investigator Howard Hughes Medical

Institute, UCLA School of Medicine, Department of Pediatrics and Biological Chemistry.

In this study, new blood samples from family members carrying the quadruple C-globin

genes and a-thalassemia (Family 120) were drawn and sent to Dr. Shapiro's laboratory

where the cells were immortalized by transformation. DNA from triple and quadruple C

globin genotypes were digested with Not I, Sfi I and Sal I enzymes, pulse-field

electrophoresed and blotted by Dr. Xiao-Miao Li, a postdoctoral fellow in Dr. Shapiro's

laboratory. Blots were then sent to our laboratory for C-globin probe hybridization and

analysis.

2.3 PROBE PURIFICATION AND RADIOLABELLING

Handling and disposal of radioactive substances and wastes were conducted

according to the guidelines of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

2.3.1 Plasmid Probe Purification and Radiolabelling

The plasmid DNA isolation protocol is attributed to the Department of Biochem

istry, University of California, Berkeley. The technique for radiolabelling probes by

random-priming is attributed to Feinberg and Vogelstein (1983).

Alkaline Plasmid DNA Isolation

Antibiotic resistant plasmid-bacterial stock cultures were prepared and stored in

15% glycerol aliquots at -20 and -7QoC according to standard protocol (Maniatis et al.,

1982). All probes were tetracyline resistant except for pBRC which was ampicillin

resistant. Ten ml LB (with appropriate antibiotic: 25 ug/ml tetracycline; 100 ug/ml

ampicillin) was inoculated with frozen bacterial-glycerol stock and incubated at 370C

------------------
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overnightwith shaking. One L ofLB was inoculated with the 10ml overnightcultureand

incubated at 370C with shaking until an OD of 0.700-0.950 at 600 nm was reached.

Chloramphenicol (34 mg/ml stock solution) was added toa fmal concentration of 100

J,Lg/ml and the culturewas incubated overnight with shaking at 37oC. The suspensionwas

centrifuged at 10,000rpmfor 5 minutes at 40Cusinga JA·14 rotorin a Beckman J-21C

centrifuge, the supernatantwas drained (in 17% BAK and water), and the pellets were

frozen in a dry ice-95% EtOH bath for one hour. Frozen pellets were resuspended in 10

ml of GET buffer (50 mM Glucose, 10 mM EDTA, 25 mM TRIS, pH 8.0)/20 mg of

lysozyme and placedon ice for 15minutes. Resuspended pellets were dividedequally into

40 ml Oak Ridge tubes (2 tubesper L starting culture) with 7ml dH20, 2 ml1 N NaOH,

and .1 ml 10% SDS (0.2 N NaOH, 1% SDS) and incubated on ice for 10 minutes.

Samples were precipitated with 5 ml of 3 M KAc, pH 4.8, incubated on ice for 15

minutes, and centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 15 minutes at 40C in a JA-20 rotor. The

supernatantwas reprecipitated with 12 ml ice-coldisopropanol, incubatedon ice for -30

minutes, and centrifuged at 10,000rpm for 10 minutes at40C in a JA-20 rotor. The

resultant plasmid DNA ~ellet was dissolved in 2 ml of dH20, 250 J,L1 of 1 M TRIS pH

7.5, 50 J,L1 of 0.5 M EDTA and 200 J,L1 of 10 mg/ml preboiled RNAse A..This suspension

was incubated at 370C for 30 minutes.

The suspension was combined with9.045 g CsC! and ddH20 to 9.8 ml (refraction

index for final volume of 10ml is 1.394) in one Oak Ridge tube. Thiswas loadedinto one

Ti50 SETON ultracentrifuge tube, 200 ml of EtBr added, topped with paraffm oil, and

centrifuged in a TiSO rotor at 40,000 rpm, 200C, for 48 hours in a Beckman L8-55

ulttaeentrifuge.

After the ultracentrifugation, plasmid DNA bands were collected under UV

illumination using a 5 cc syringefitted with a 21 gauge needle. EtBr was extracted from
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the DNA with equal volumes of isoamyl alcohol until all traces of pink were gone. The

plasmid DNA was then dialyzed using 32 mm dialysis tubing in a 2 L sterile flask at 40C

for 8 hours in TE buffer, with one buffer change. After dialyzing, the plasmid DNA was

precipitated with 0.5 volume 7.5 M NH40Ac and 2.5 volumes 100% EtOH at -200c for

at least 1 hour. The nucleic acids were recovered by centrifugation at 5,000 rpm for 15

minutes at 4OC. The supernatant was then discarded, and the pellet was washed twice with

70% EtOH, dried in a lyophilizer, resuspended in TE 10-0.1 buffer and stored at 4oC.

Molecular weight and purity were determined both by taking the O.D. at 620 nm/680 nm

on a spectrophotometer, and by running a sizing 0.5% agarose gel in IX TAE buffer for

approximately 3 hours at 75 volts. Typically, 1 L of bacterial/plasmid culture would yield

0.5-1 ug of pure plasmid DNA.

Isolation of Probe Inserts from Plasmid DNA

Probe inserts were isolated from total plasmid DNA by restriction endonuclease

digestion, (TAE) gel electrophoresis and elution of fragment DNA using the Bio 101

GENECLEAN kit. Following this procedure the probe band was excised from the gel

and dissolved in 2-3 volumes of Nal at 550C for 3-5 minutes. Siliconized glass milk was

added (5 J,l1/ 5 ug DNA) and the suspension was incubated on ice for 10 minutes. The

glassmilk/DNA complex was-pelleted for 5 seconds in a microfuge and the supernatant

discarded as hazardous waste. Pellet was then washed three times using NEW Buffer

(NaCl/I'E/EtOH), pelleting the suspension for 5 seconds after each wash and discarding

the supernatant. Probe DNAlglassmilk complex is then resuspended in ddH20 or TE at the

desired concentration (usually 0.05 J,lgJJ,L1); the suspension is centrifuged for 5 seconds,

the resuspended DNA is pipeted off the glassmilk pellet, and stored at -We.
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Solutions

1) 5X Luria Broth (Maniatis et al., 1982)

2) 12.5 mg/ml Tetracycline

3) LB Agar Plates, (15 gIL)

4) 34 mg/ml Chloramphenicol

5) 0.5 M Glucose

6) GET Buffer:
5mMGlucose
10mM EDTA
25 mM TRIS, pH 8.0

7) 3 M KAc, pH 4.8

8) 10 mg/ml RNAse A

9) TE Buffer, pH 8.0:
10mM Tris-CI, pH 8.0
1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0

10) Dialysis Tubing, 32mm (Maniatis, 1982)

Radiolabelling Probes by Random Priming

This procedure uses approximately 0.062 J.1g sample DNA, (minimum of 50 ng),

in a 25 JJ.1 reaction volume. The following was added in a microfuge tube on ice:

1) X JJ.1
2) 10 JJ.1
3) 1 JJ.1
4) X JJ.1
5) 5-7 JJ.1
6) 0.5 JJ.1

sample DNA denatured by boiling 5 minutes and quenched on ice
LSBuffer .
BSA
ddH20 to final volume of25 JJ.1
32P dCfP, specific activity 3000 Ci/mmol
DNA Polymerase I, Large Fragment, (Klenow), -5 units/JJ.1

The reaction mixture was incubated at RT overnight, 'or at 370C for an hour. Probe was

isolated from unicorporated nucleotides by spermine percipitation. Labeling Cocktail 1

was added, the mix incubated on ice 15 minutes, then centrifuged 15 minutes and the

supernatant drained (Wash 1). Labeling Cocktail 2 was then added, incubated on ice 15
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minutes, spun 15 minutes and drained (Wash 2). Pellet was dried and resuspended in

LabelingCocktail3, andincubated at 370Cfor 20 minutes, afterwhich 120JJ.12M Tris, pH

7.5 was added. incorporation andefficiency of the reaction wasassayed usinga Beckman

LS-1800scintillation counter (Cerenkov counts) and standard calculations.

Solutions

1) 1M:
250 mM Tris-HCI, pH 8.0
25mMMgC12
50 mM beta-Mercaptoethanol

2) D1M:
100 JJM dATP, dGTP, dTIP in TM

3) 1 M Hepes, pH 6.6

4) LS: volume/volume
1 M Hepes, pH 6.6
D1M

5)

6)

7)

8)

CalfThymus Primer:
pd(N6) 7.5 mg/ml (Promega)

Labelling Cocktail 1:

Labelling Cocktail 2:

Labelling Cocktail 3:

171 JJ.1 TE 10-0.1
4 JJ.1 salmon sperm DNA(10mg/ml)

396 JJ.1 TE 10-0.1
4 JJ.1 spermine-HCL (0.1 M stock)

360 J1l TE 10-0.1
40 JJ.15 M NaCl
40 JJ.14 N NaOH

9) 2M Tris, pH 7.5

2.3.2 Oligonucleotide Probe Purification and Labelling

Purification

Oligonucleotide probes weredesalted and purifiedfor labelling using a Schleicher

and Schuell Elutip-d column. An Elutip-d column was prepared by attaching a 5 ml

syringe and prewashing with 2 ml of High Salt Solution (HSS). Column was then
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primed with 5 ml Low Salt Solution (LSS). A prefilter was attached to the column and

approximately 50 J,Lg (total volume 1.5 ml) of oligonucleotide was then forced through the

prefilter/column matrix at -1 drop/second. Column was then washed with 2 ml of LSS.

Prefilter was removed and 400 J,L1 of HSS passed through the column to elute the DNA.

DNA was percipitated with the addition of 1M MgC12(final concentration 10 mM), 2J,L11O

mg/ml tRNA as carrier and 2 volumes of 100% EtOH. 'Suspension was incubated

overnight at -700C. centrifuged (l2OOO g) for 10 minutes at OOC. drained, dried and

resuspended in dd.H20 to a final concentration of 0.05 mg/ml. Concentration and purity

was checked on a spectrophotometer. Efficiency of recovery was >85% with this method.

Solutions

1) High Salt Solution (HSS):
1 M NaCI in TE pH 7.5

.2) Low Salt Solution (LSS)
20 mM NaCI in TE pH 7.5

3) 1MMgC12

Radiolabelling Oligonucleotide Probes

This protocol. is based on standard methods (Maniatis et al., 1989) with

modifications conveyed by Dr. Larry Shapiro, Professor of Pediatrics and Biological

Chemistry, Harbor UCLA Medical Center.

The following solutions were added in a 1.5 ml microfuge tube on ice:

1)
2)
3)
4)

XJ,L1
5J,L1
12.5 J,L1
XJ,L1

oligonucleotide (25 pmoles, -175 ng)
lOX T4 Kinase Buffer
["(32P] ATP (>4500 Ci/mmol)
cULlf20 to final volume of 50 J,L1

Reaction mix was incubated at 370C for 30 minutes. Separation of unicorporated label

from oligomer probe was accomplished using an Elutip-d column as described above.

Incorporation and efficiency of the reaction was assayed using a Beckman LS-1800
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scintillation counter (Cerenkov counts) and standard calculations. A total of ....20 X 1()6

cpm were used per filter hybridization.

Qli~onucleotideProbe Hybridizations

Hybridization conditions used were based on published methods (Saiki et aI.,

1986; Maniatis et al., 1989). Prehybridization and hybridization solutions were the same

(5X SSPE pH 7.4, 5X Dehnardt's, 0.5% SDS pH 7.8 and 0.1 mg/ml salmon sperm

DNA) in this protocol. Filters were prehybridized in 15 ml at 550C for at least 30

minutes, with gentle agitation in an environmental shaker.

A high concentration of probe (1.0 pmole probe per ml of hybridization solution)

was used because of the high probability of dissociation with oligoprobes. Hybridization

temperature was calculated from TH = TM - SoC, where TH is the temperature of

hybridization and TM the temperature at which half the probe is dissociated from its

complement; favorable hybridizations temperatures lie between 5-10 oC below TMof the
..

probe (Maniatis et al., 1989). Southern and dot blot filters were hybridized for four hours

at 550C (TM of the 'I'~l probe was MoC). Filters were washed twice for 1-2 minutes in

2X SSPFlO.1% SDS at RT, then once for 10 minutes at 500C in 5X SSPE 10.1% SDS,

dried on 3mm paper, scanned for intensity of signal using a hand-held Geiger counter and

exposed (2 films each) accordingly.

Solutions

1) T4 Polynucleotide Kinase Buffer (lOX):
500 mMTris-HCl pH 7.6
1oomMMgCl2
1 mMspermidine HCl
1mMEDTA

2) Prehybridization/Hybridization Solution:
5X SSPE pH 7.4
5X Dehnardt's
0.5% SDS pH 7.8
0.1 mglml salmon sperm DNA
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3) 20X SSPE (stock solution)

4) 10% SDS (stock solution)

2.4 AUTORADIOGRAPHY

Nytran filter membranes were wrapped in silophane and taped inside an 8 X 10

inch Kodak Exposure Holder with two Kodak XAR-5 films to insure sufficient exposure

(Maniatis et aI., 1982). The holders were clamped tightly in plywood and exposed at

-7QoC for 1 to as much as 10 days. Stronger intensifying screens, such as Dupont Cronex

HI Plus, allowed shorter exposure times.

Autoradiographs were developed by immersion into approximately 1 L Kodak

GBX developer for 5 minutes with gentle agitation, changed to an X-ray strength stop

bath for 10 seconds, and transferred to Kodak GBX fixer for at least 2 minutes. After

fixing, the films were rinsed in running tap water for 5 minutes and hung to dry. A Kodak

6B safelight filter over a 7.5 watt bulb was the safety light source during these procedures.

Alternatively, an AFP Imaging mini-NED XRay automatic film processor (Model 90) was

used to develop the films.

2.5 GENE FRAGMENT ANALYSIS

The DNA fragments generated by restriction enzyme digestion, Southern blotting

and PeR amplification methodologies were compared to known DNA molecular weight

standards (Figure 2.3). Fragment sizes were estimated with the aid of an SAC Graf/Bar

sonic digitizer and an Apple lIe PC. Standards and samples were compared via a sonic

triangulation procedure. Size, degree of separation on the gel, and band intensity were

taken into consideration in estimating restriction fragment sizes and numbers.
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2.6 HUMAN GENOMIC LIBRARY CONSTRUCTIONS

2.6.1 Cloning Vectors and Bacterial Host Strains

Cloning of comprehensive human genomic libraries was attempted using the

cosmid vector pWe15 (Lau and Kan, 1983; Wahl, 1987), the A-phage EMBU (Promega

1985 and 1986) and finally the A-DASH IT (Sttatogene 1989) phage vector. Table 2.3 lists

the range of insert sizes, expected cloning efficiencies and the size of library required to be

representative for each vector used in this study.

TABLE 2.3

Cosmid And A.-phage Vectors Used In Cloning Human Genomic Libraries

Vector Insert Size Expected Cloning EfficiencieS/Jig DNA Library Size Required

pWE15
).,EMBU
).,DASHll

30-45 kb 2 X 104 -> 8 X 105 colonies
15-20 kb 2 X 107 pfu
9-23 kb 2 X 106 -> 1.5 X 107 pfu

3.4 X 105 clones
7.6 X 105 clones
-8.0 X 105 clones

Sequence underrepresentation in these library constructs was minimized by using

the appropriate mutant E.coli hosts. Table 2.4 lists the genotypes of the different E.Coli

strains in combination with the different vectors employed in this study. All E.Coli strains

were propagated and their genotypes checked as appropriate following standard methods

(Maniatis et al., 1982).
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TABLE 2.4

E. Coli Strain And Vector Combinations Used In The Construction of
Human Genomic Libraries

E. Coli Strain

AG1
CES201
DB1316
DB1318
MB406
KW251

Vector

cosmidpWe15
cosmidpWe15
A-phage EMBIA
A-phage EMBIA
A-phage EMBIA
A-phage DASH IT

E. Coli Genotype

reeA-
reeBC- sbcB- reeA
reeBCD- sbcB
reeBCD- sbcB- reeA
recBC- sbcB-'
reeD- mcrB- mcrA':

(Promega Biotech. 1985/6 and 1987/88; Dove 1988; Maniatis, et al. 1982; Stratogene
1989)

2.6.2 Preparation of Human DNA for Cloning

To construct the libraries, human insert DNA was generated by partial cleavage of

genomic D~A (5 J1g/100 J1l rxn) with restriction endonuclease Mbo I (0.25u/rxn)

following a variable digestion time protocol (0. 5. 10. 15.20, 30, 35,40,45 minute(s)

per reaction) (Dillella and Woo 1985); Bam HI digests (0.5 ulJ1g DNA) were executed as

per Frischauf (1987). CompleteBamBI. BeoRl and/or Hind ill digests, were later used

to construct two overlapping libraries using the A.-DASH IT vector from Stratogene

(Stratogene, 1989).

After digestion, the DNA was assayed on 0.3-0.5% agarose gels, run at 40C

overnight. The size-selectedaliquots were pooled and run over a 38-10% linear ultrapure

sucrose gradient (5 ml) and centrifuged at 22K rpm for 16 hrs in a Beckman SW55 rotor.

Fractions (200 J,.L1) were collected and analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis. Desired

aliquots were pooled for cloning according to the insert size requirements of each vector

(Table 2.3; Figure 2.1). In some experiments the DNA was treated with calf intestinal

phosphatase to reduce self-ligation. Boehrringer Manneheim CIP was used at 2.5 units
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per 50 pmole 5' ends, with a final concentration of0.2 um ends following the protocol of

Wyman and Wertman(1987); self-ligation negative, andexogenousDNA positive ligation

controls were assayed (Maniatis et al., 1982).

Solutions

(1) 5X CIP Buffer:
250 mM Trip, pH 9.0
5mMMgCh
0.5mMZnCh
5 mM spermidine 3-HCI

(2) Mbo I Dilution Buffer:
10mM potassiumphosphate,pH7.4
0.1 mM Na2EDTA
7 mM 2-mercaptoethanol
50% glycerol

(3) 50% UltrapureSucrose (DNase andRNase free)(stock solution):
in 0.1 X SSC and 1 mM EDTA
10%and 38% solutions made fromthis stock
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FIGURE 2.1

Preparation Of Genomic DNA For Library Constructions

A. Mbo I Partial Digests

Samples (0.5 ug) were size selected for 3D-50 k6 fractions by electrophoresis in
0.3% TAB agarose gels, refrigerated (40C) at 20 volts for 43 hours with two buffer
changes to prevent band distortion. In this particular example, the 30' digests showed the
greatest intensity in this size range and were used for cloning with the pWe15 cosmid
vector.

B. Fractionation of Eco RI Complete Digests

. DNA samples were cut to completion and fractionated on 38-10% ultrapure sucrose
gradients. The 200 III fractions collected were analyzed on 0.5% agarose gels
electrophoresed at 20 volts overnight with refrigeration (4oC). Aliquots between 8 and 15
kb were pooled for cloning into the IDASH nvector as described in the text.
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2.6.3 Lamdapbage Vector Cloning and Screening

Cloning of the size-selected human genomic DNA into cosmid vector arms

followed the protocol of Dillela and Woo (1985; 1987). Cosmid arms were isolated and

prepared using Bam HI digestion, sucrose-gradient fractionation and phosphatase

treatment As discussed in the results section below, this method proved unsatisfactory,

and l-phage vectorswere chosen to clone smaller DNA fragments.

Preparation of x-phage Arms

Lambdaphage vector DNA was grown and purified following the protocol of

Dolecki (i9'82; detailed IN: Houtchens, K., 1986, M.S. Thesis, Department of Genetics,

University of Hawaii). Vector DNA was digested for cloning using the restriction

endonucleases Bam HJI Sal I double digests for A-EMBU, and separate Eco RI and

Hind ill digests for the A-DASH IT ove~l~pping libraries. Lambda bacteriophage arms

were purified using 50 J,Lg DNA digested with Bam HI and Sal I (6-10 u/J,Lg DNA).

Lambda DNA cos-ends were then annealed (0.01 M MgCl2 at 420C for 1 hr, assayed on

0.5% gels) and the DNA fractionated using 40-10% linear ultrapure sucrose gradients (16

ml) and centrifuged in aBeckman SW27.1 rotor at 26K rpm, 24 hours at 150C (Maniatis

et al., 1982). Lambdaphage arm fractions were collected, assayed on 0.5% gels, and

desired aliquots pooled. (,..20 and 9 kb fragments), extracted with phenol/chloroform,

precipitated (2X) and resuspended for cloning (0.5 J,LglJ.L1).

Ligation Reactions

Lambdaphage arms were incubated at 650C for 15 minutes before ligation

procedures to ensure that they were not self-annealed. Ligation reactions using 200 ng

insert human DNA:1 J,Lg A-phage arms (at a concentration of 0.08 J,LglJ.L1 in 15 ml reaction

volumes), ligated at RT for 1 hr, then incubated at 40C for 5 days gave the best results

(personal communication with Dr. Shen, Department of Genetics, University of
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California, Davis). A total of 3 Weiss units of T4 DNA ligase was used, witha maximum

of 5% glycerol content per reaction volume.

Screening the Libraries

Libraries were titred and screenedusing 15 mID petri plates and replica nitroeellose

(132 mm Schleicher and Schuell) filter lifts (Maniatis et al., 1982). The lifts were

prehybridized and hybridized following the methods outlined under Southern blot

analysis, above, except that an excess of E.Coli DNA (800 J1g/blot: 160ml of 5 mg/ml

E.Coli DNA per 15 ml prehybridization and hybridization solutions) was usedinstead ~f

salmon sperm DNA as a backgroundblocker.From the autoradiograms, positiveplaques

were isolated, picked using a sterile pasteur pipet, and immersed in 1 ml SM buffer to

resuspend; cells (100 J,Ll) were then infectedwith 100 J,Ll phage (l J,Ll of resuspended phage,

solution in 99 J,Ll SM), plated, and rescreenedas above.

A parallel control experimentwas executedto test the conditions usedto screen the

human genomic libraries. In this experiment,a Drosophila Heteroneura genomic library

was plated and screened with a homologous 3.5 probe (kindly provided by Dr. John

Hunt) using identical screeningprocedures; the methods thus tested provedsatisfactory.

Phage Library Minipreps
, ..

This phage miniprep protocol is attributed to Dr. Mike Kambysellis, StonyBrook

University of New York. About 35 plate lysate minipreps were performedwithrandomly

chosen positive plaques to determinemodal sizeof inserts. Cells were infected withphage:

100 J,Ll phage (1 J,Ll/99 J,Ll SM buffer) per 100 JL1 bacterial cells (OD 600 - 0.7) at RT for 20

min, plated (3 ml/plate) and left overnightat 37OC. Plates were overlayedwith5 ml of SM

buffer/plate, and incubated with rocking 2 hrs, at RT. Supernatant was transferred to 2059

Falcon tubes, centrifuged at 10K rpm (800 g) for 10 min at 40C to pellet bacterial debris.

Supernatant was then transferred to new 2059 tubes and incubated with 25 JL1 each DNase
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and RNase (10 mg/ml) for 1 hr at 31OC. One ml of lysis buffer (O.5M Tris pH 8.5, 0.25

M EDTA and 2.5% SDS) was added, incubated at 700C for 35 minutes, followed by the

addition of 1.25 ml 8 M KAc, and placed on ice. This suspension was centrifuged at 10K

rpm for 20 min in a JA20 rotor at 4oC. Supernatant was precipitated with 4 ml

isopropanol, incubated at RT 10 min, then centrifuged at 10K rpm for 10 min at 200C.

Precipitate was taken up in 900 ul 3M NaAC pH 6.0, mixed with 600 ul isopropanol,

incubated at RT 10 min, transferred to 1.5ml microfuge tubes and centrifuged at 10K rpm

for 10 min. This precipitate was resuspended in 500 ul 0.3 M NaAc, and extracted twice

with phenol, twice with chloroform, reprecipitated with the addition of 300 J11

isopropanol, incubated and centrifuged as above. The resultant pellet was washed twice in

70% EtOH, resuspended in 25 ul TE; miniprep DNA was assayed using 3 J1l of this

(digested and undigested) in a 0.8% agarose gel.

Solutions:

(1) 50% Ultrapure Sucrose (DNase.and RNase free)(stock solution):
in 0.1 X sse and 1 mM EDTA
10% and 40% solutions made from this stock

5MBuffer:(3)

(2) lOXLigation Buffer: 0.66 M Tris-HCl pH 7.5
50 mM MgC12
50mMDTT
10mMATP

50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5
l00mMNaCl
IOmMMgS04
0.01% gelatin

B.Cali DNA (5 mg/ml)

DNase and RNase (10 mg/ml)

8MKAc

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7) Lysis Buffer: 0.5 M Tris pH 8.5
O.25MEDTA
2.5% SDS
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2.7 AMPLIFICATION OF NORMAL AND ABERRANT HUMAN ZETA
GLOBIN GENES USING THE POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION
TECHNIQUE

The polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technique was chosen as an alternative

method to cloning in the analysis of the elusive ~-globin genes using adult DNA samples

(Saiki et al., 1985; Mullis et al., 1986; Erlich, 1989). The PCR technique is an in vitro

amplification of target DNA using two opposing oligonucleotide primers which hybridize

to opposite strands flanking the DNA of interest. Repeating cycles of (1) denaturation, (2)

primer annealing to the templates, and (3) extension of the annealed primers by TaqI

(thermostable) DNA polymerase results in exponential accumulation of primer-framed,

target DNA sequences. Using this method, very little starting template is needed as each

product synthesized in the last cycle can act as a template in the next; thus 20 cycles of

PCR will yield about· a million-fold (220) amplification product (see Erlich 1989; Erhlich

et aI., 1989). Amplified DNA productscan then be analyzed by gel electrophoresis,

Southern blotting and sequencing techniques.

2.7.1 Zeta-Globin Oligonucleotide Primers Designed

A total of eleven primers were designed for PCR amplification, sequencing or

probes to analyze the ~-globin gene region. These oligonucleotides were synthesized by

the Biotechnology Instrumentation Facility, University of Hawaii. All ~-globin primers

were designed by E.A.B. Titus, except for Primers Nos. 4 and 5 which were designed by

Dr. John Hunt, using published and/or GenBank sequence information. Because of the

remarkably high percentage of homology within the a-globin gene family, the primers

were checked for homology (sense and antisense) within the ~-globin and a-globin gene

regions using the DPSA programby M~rc (1986).

The positive control used in this study ~as a pair of a-globin primers (Hsia et al.,

1989), kindly made available by Dr. Y-E Hsia, Professor of Genetics and Mrs. Berbie

Chu, Director, Thalassemia Laboratory, Department of Genetics, University of Hawaii.
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In Figure 2.2, the highly homologous Cl (upper level)and C2 (lower level) genes

are depicted with the location, size and orientation of the elevenC-globin primers. Table

2.5 lists the ~- and a-globin primer regions and specific sequences (5'->3'), with

reference to published sequence information.

FIGURE 2.2

Location, Size And Orientation Of The Zeta-Globin Gene Primers.

The Cl gene primer locations are illustratedon the top andthecorresponding C2 gene
primersaredepicted on the bottom of thezetadiagram.
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TABLE 2.5

Zeta- and Alpha-Globin Oligonucleotide Probe and Primer Sequences
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Primer Gene Region Nucleotide Seguence Synthesized

1 l;1IC2 Homologous 5' Exon 2 5' TCCGCG CAG TIG CGCGCGCAC 3' (21 mer)
(published sequence CI1828-1849/ C2 1822-1843) Tm 740C

2 l;1 Divergent 3' Exon 3 S'TCA TCC ATITATTGO AGTCAGGGC3' (24 mer)
(published sequence: Cl 2S1D-2533) Tm700c

3 Divergent 3' Exon 3 5' GTG GCTCAA GCC TCTAATCCTAC 3' (23 mer)
(published sequence: C2 2567-2589) Tm 700c

4 l;1 Divergent 5' Exon 1 5' AGO TIC ere AGC CCCCAG TCC3' (21 mer)
(published sequence: Cl200(221)Tm7C1JC

5 Divergent 5' Exon 1 5' AAC CCC AGT CCC ACAGCC CTG 3' (21 mer)
(published sequence: C2 620-640) Tm7C1JC

6 l;1/C2 Homologous Exon 3 5' CCTATC GOT CGT ATe CTCTGTOCT 3' (24 mer)
(sequence: CI 2399-2422/ C2 2291-2314) Tm 740C

7 ~1IC2 Homologous 3' Exon 2 5'TGOcro AGO AGCCTGGGAC 3' (22 mer)
(sequence: l;11760-1781/ C2 1754-1775) Tm rsc

8 Divergent 3' Exon 3 5' CAG GTG GAC GCT GCTTeG TIC AT 3' (23 mer)
(published sequence: C2 2428-2451) Tm 720C

9 C1 'VC1 Oligomer Probe 5' ACCAAGACT TAG GGO ACC ATC 3' (21 mer)
(published sequence: l;142(440) Tm640C

10 l;1/l;2 Homologous Exon1 S'GTe cro AGe AGO CCCAAC TCC'3' (21 mer)
(published sequence: l;1 366-386/ l;2 780-8(0)Tm 7rPC

Seq-l l;1Il;2 Homologous 3' Exon 2 5' CGTATC ere TGT CCT3' (15 mer)
(published sequence: C12390-2405) Tm640C

a 5'primer 5' CCTGOG CCG CAC TGACCCTCTT 3' (22 mer)
(Liebhaber et aI., 1980; Embury, 1988)

a 3'primer 5'GTGTGA GAC AGO TAAACACCTCCA T 3' (25mer)
(Liebhaber et al., 1980;Emburyt 1988)

Note:PrimerNo.9 ('Vel Oligomer Probe) nucleotides in bold type are G->T andA->G changeswhich
differentiatethe 'Vel gene fromtheC2 gene in thisregion.
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2.7.2 Double-Strand peR

Preparation of Genomic DNA for Zeta-Globin Gene Amplifications

Normal, triple and quadruple C-globin gene samples from Caucasian, Laotian and

Filipino populations in Hawaii were utilized in these analyses (Table 2.6). A total of 15 J,Lg

DNA per sample was subjected to complete Eco RI digests (5 u/J,Lg for 4-10 hours at

370C). Digested samples were precipitated with 0.3 M NaAc and two volumes EtOH

(-200C overnight), washed twice with 70% EtOH, dried and resuspended in TE. DNA

was electrophoresed in 0.5% agarose TAE gels for -48 hours at 40C with four buffer

changes to ensure linear and adequate separation between recombinant C-globin Eco RI

regions. Separations were monitored using appropriate markers (A.-~nd ill, A.-Sal I and A.

Hind III/RI; sizes in Table 2.2) and parallel identical samples (5 J,Lg) which had been cut

away from the other- samples and stained with EtBr (after -35 hours of running time).

When the separations were determined to be sufficient, gels were kept at 40C while the

marker samples were blotted and hybridized to C-probe; the autoradiograms were used to

orient the various C-globin gene regions for elution. Using this method, -23 kb (tl), -15

kb.(C-gene region linked to SEA deletion as assayed with Bco RI and the t-probe), -10

kb C-recombinant region (CR10), -9 kb C-recombinant region (tR9), and -5 kb t2-gene

regions could be differentiated. DNA was eluted using the GENECLEAN glassmilk

procedure described under preparation of plasmid probes, and stored at -200C in screw

cap tubes to prevent evaporation.

It was anticipated that the very high G/Ccontent of the C-intervening sequences

(illustrated in Figure 2.2, above) would make denaturation of genomic sequences difficult

to impossible. In this regard, samples were subjected to chemical denaturation,

precipitation and resuspension with primer pairs before starting the PCR reactions. In

these reactions, 1 J,Lg genomic DNA or 20 ng eluted DNA (enriched for C-globin sequence

of interest) was denatured in 0.2 N NaOH, 0.2 mM EDTA, incubated at 850C for 5
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minutes, quenched on ice and neutralized with 1/10 volume 2.5 M NH4Ac pH 4.6.

Samples were precipitated with a poly(acrylamide) carrier using 0.125 J11 of 0.25%

poly(acrylamide) per JL1 DNA-salt mix (D. Irving, personal communication; Strauss, in

press), and 2.7 volumes 95% EtOH, incubated at -700C for 20 minutes, centrifuged,

washed twice with 70% EtOH, dried and resuspended in primers (J.1M concentrations in

Table 2.7) for PCR amplification.

Utilization of a Modified dGTP Base

To amplify the G-C rich sequences spanning t-globin intervening sequences a

modified dGTP-base, 7-deaza-2'-deoxyguanosine-triphosphate (c7dGTP or deaza-G,

Boehrringer Mannheim) was substituted for dGTP. With a Tm approximating that of

dATP, incorporation of deaza-G in a 3:1 ratio with dGTP effectively lowers the melting

temperature and reduces secondary structure formation in G-C rich sequences (Innis,

1990, and personal communication). However, due to base stacking configuration

changes (Barr et al., 1986) deaza-G does not intercalate ethidium bromide and therefore

deaza-G incorporated products are very difficult to visualize under UV light conditions. In

this study, all amplified products containing deaza-G were analyzed by Southern blot

techniques.
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Table 2.6

Normal and Aberrant Zeta-Globin Genotypes Analyzed By PCR
Methodologies

Sample No. (Family No.) Ethnicity t-Globin Genotype* a-Globin Genotype

BH (control 1) Caucasian ~~I ~~** aa I aa

AN (control 2) Caucasian ~~I ~~ aa I aa***

99 (120-daughter) Laotian ~~ I ~~~~ -a3.7a I aa

93 (120-mother) Laotian ~~ I ~~~C -- SEAl aa

92 (120-father) Laotian ~~I ~~ -a3.7a I aa

1243 (482-Husband) Filipino C~ I ~~~~ aa I aa

1154 (448-Wife) Filipino - -T I ~~~ - -T l-a3.7 a

1026 (413-Husband) Filipino - -T I ~~~ - -T I aa

1224 . (475-Husband) Filipino - -T I ~~r, - -T I aa

* Titus, 1986; Titus, dissertation research .
** -200 bp polymorphism in t',2 gene region (Titus, 1987).
*** - 200 bp polymorphism 5'-a2 gene region (Titus, 1987).

PCR Reaction Conditions and Analysis of Products

The conditions of the PCR amplifications used in this study, including primer and

MgCl2 concentrations, as well as c7dGTP:dGTP ratios, and the reaction profiles are listed

in Table 2.7. Denatured DNA samples in 0.5 ml (perkin-Elmer Cetus) reaction tubes were

resuspended in appropriate primer concentrations and kept on ice as all other components

of the PeR reaction were mixed in a master cocktail and aliquoted once to each just before

amplification. PCR cocktail components included: 200 J.UIl each dN1Ps (except for deaza

G mixes as noted in Table 2.7), lOX Taq Buffer (MgCl2 titred to optimal concentration)

brought to (IX) volume with sterile ddH20, and finally Taq polymerase (2-3 units per
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reaction). A layer of mineral oil (3drops Sigma grade) was addedto decrease evaporation

during denaturation. A negativecontrol (ddH20 and PCR cocktail sans DNA), and at least

one positive control (ie. the a primers) were included in each run.

Following amplification, all PCR products were assayed on 3% Nusievell%

agarose TAEminigels using 1/1Oth reaction'volumes (-1OJ,U of lOOJll total). The remainder

of the reactions were kept at -200C. The markers pOEM (Promega), cjlXI74-RF-Hae ill

and A-Hind III/RI (Table 2.2) wereused to determine product fragment sizes. All target

products were initially analyzed bySouthern blots to determine their integrity as t-globin

target sequences; deaza-G products were analyzed by Southern blotting routinely, as

discussed above.

2.7.3 Asymmetric rca
In this study, the t-globin PCR products were sequenced using asymmetric PCR

products. The asymmetric reactions used DS PCR t-globin DNA that was eluted from 3%

Nusieve-l% agarose TAE assay minigels using the glassmilk procedure described above.

Approximately 1/1Oth of the total eluant was used in the SS PCR reactions. Asymmetric

amplification components were identical to DS PCR, except that template DNA for

asymmetric amplification was not chemically denatured, and the master cocktail mix

contained the primers at final concentrations indicated in Table 2.7.

Solutions

(1) Denaturation solution: 0.4N NaOH, 0.4 mM EDTA (add equal volume)

(2) Neutralization solution: 2.5M NI4Ac, pH 4.6

(3) 2% poly (acrylamide)-Aldrich Chemical

(4) lOX Taq Polymerase Buffer (15mM MgCl2) Stock: 100mM Tris pH 8.3
500mM KCl
15 mM MgCI2 (can be varied)
0.01% gelatin (w/v)

(5) 10 mM dNTPs (dATP, dCIP, dGTP and dTTP) (Maniatis et al., 1982)



TABLE 2.7

Primers And Profiles Used To Amplify Human Zeta-Globin Gene Regions

Primers (#) Final mM MgCI2 e7dGTP: dGTP Profile: #Cycles Fragment
(DS PeR) Cone. (mM) Denature (min)·Anneal (min)-Extend (min) SizeExpected

1&2 1J.1M ea. 2.0 75: 25 950C(1 min)-600C (2 min)- 720C (3 min) 2 705 bp
930C(l min)-600C (2 min)- 720C (3 min) 40
720C (7 min) extension 1

1&8 IJ.1M ea. 2.0 50: 50 950C(1 min)-600C (2 min)- 720C (3 min) 2 629bp
930C(1 min)-600C (2 min)- 720C (3 min) 40
720C (7 min) extension 1

10 & 7 I~ea. 2.0 75: 25 950C(l min)·6()OC (2 min)- 720C (3 min) 2 V~1 1395 bp
940C(l min)-600C (2 min)- 720C (3 min) 45 t2 995 bp
720C (7 min) extension 1

4&7 I~ea. 2.0 7S: 25 980C(I min)-6OOC (2 min)- 720C (3 min) 2 Vtl 1539 bp
950C(l min)·500c(2 min)- 720C (3 min) 40
720C (7 min) extension 1

5&7 IJ1M ea. 2.0 75: 25 980C(1 min)-6OOC (2 min)- 720C (3 min) 2 t2 1114 bp
950C(1 min)·500c(2 min)- 720C (3 min) 40
720C (7 min) extension 1

VI
~



Table 2.7 peR Prlmers And Profiles, (continued)
,

Primers (#) Final mM MgCI2 e7dGTP: dGTP Profile: ##Cycles Fragment
(OS PCR) Cone. (mM) , Denature (min)-Anneal (min)-Extend (min) SizeExpected

6&2 IIJM ea. 1.5 0: 100 980C(I min)-600C (2 min)- noc (3 min) 2 134bp
950C(l min)-500C (2 min)- noc (3 min) 40

6&8 IJ.lM ea. 1.5 0: 100 950C(l min)-65OC (2 min) 40 159bp
or

0: 100 950C(I min)-600C (I min)- noc (3 min) 40

6&3 IJ.lM ea. 1.5 0: 100 950C(l min)-6OOC (2 min)- noc (1.5min) 40 298bp

10& 7 I~ea. 2.0 75: 25 950C(l min)-6OOC (2 min)- noc (3 min) 2 "'~I 1395 bp
940C (l min)-600C (2 min)- noc (3 min) 45 C2 995 bp
noc (7 min) extension 1,

4&7 IJ1M ea. 2.0 75: 25 980C(l min)-6OOC (2 min)- noc (3 min) 2 ",C1 1539 bp
950C(I min)-500C (2 min)- noc (3 min) 40
noc (7 min) extension 1

Ul
00



Table 2.7 rca Primers And Profiles, (continued)

Primers (#) Final mM MgCI2 c7dGTP: dGTP ·Prolile: #Cycles Fragment
(55 PeR) Cone. (mM) Denature (min)-Anneal (min)-Extend (min) 5izeExpected

6 (55 PeR) IJ.1M 1.5 0: 100 950C (1 min)-65OC (2 min) 40 variable(55)
720C (7 min) extension 1

6&8 IJ.1M: 0.01 J.1M 1.5 0: 100 940C (I min)-6()OC (1 min)-720C (2 min) 40 variable(55)
or lJiM: 0.02 JiM 720C(7 min) extension I

6&8 0.01 JiM: lJiM 1.5 0: 100 940C (l min)-rooC (l min)-720C(2 min) 40 variable(55)
or lJiM: 0.02 JiM 720C(7 min) extension I

6&2 IJ,1M : 0.01 J.1M 1.5 0: 100 940C (I min)-500C (l min)-720C(2 min) 40 variable(55)
or IJ.1M: 0.02 J.1M 720C (7 min) extension 1

6&2 0.01 J.1M: IJ.1M 1.5 0: 100 940C (1 min)-500C (1 min)-720C (2 min) 40 variable(55)
or IJ.1M: 0.02 J.1M 720C (7 min) extension 1

lit
\0
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2.8 SEQUENCE ANALYSIS

Sequence determination of amplified C-globin alleles relied on single-strand

asymmetric PCR products for Sangerdideoxy-sequencing with Sequenase2 (USB). The

techniques followed those of Gyllensten and Erlich (1988) and USB Sequenase

methodologies, with some modifications. In this study, the preparation of SS amplified

DNAfor sequencingused organic extraction andprecipitationmethods. Microfuge tubes

wereusedin lieu of microtitre plates for the sequencing reactions. High concentrations of

G-C bases in the C-globin sequencesmadeDeaza-G and dITP analogs requisite.For each

allele, DNAfrom both strands was sequenced a minimum of four times.

2.8.1 Sequencing Asymmetric peR Products

DNA was purified from the asymmetric PCR reactions' layer of mineral oil and

excess primers by a series of organic e~tractions and precipitations. Three sequential

extractions with. equal volumes of (1) chloroform:isoamyl alcohol, (2) phenol, (3)

chloroform:isoamyl alcohol were performed, separating the phases by centrifugation and

drawing off the top, aqueous layer. An equalvolume 4M NH40Ac, thenequalvolume2

propanol were added and samples were incubated for 10 min at RT, After a 10 minute

centrifugation (l4K iII microfuge at RT), thepellets were washed twice with 70% EtOH,

dried andresuspended in sequencingprimers. In thesesequencing reactions the entire SS

DNAreaction was usually used. Withexceptionally good asymmetricreactions, however,

one-half the reactionwas sufficientfor sequencing.

Annealing Reactions

Precipitated samples were placed on ice withthe addition of: 7 J,L1 ddH20, 1 J,L1100

J,1M primerand 2 J,L1 Sequenase sequencing (5X) buffer. To be on the safe side, samples

werefirst denatured in a boiling H2O bath for 7 minutes, then allowed to anneal to their

primersat 6O<>C for 10 minutes before placing them on ice. When using the 5' C-exon 3
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sequencing primer (a 15mer, primer no. Seq-I), samples were changed to 370C for 10

minutes following the 6QoC incubation.

Labelling Reactions

Because the C-sequences under study were so small (-140 bp), a reduction in the

average length of DNA synthesized and intensification of bands closer to the primers was

accomplished with the addition of Mn2+ which causes dd.N1P's to be incorporated more

efficiently that dNTP's (USB technical communication, 1990). For the deaza reactions, a

5: 1 labeling mix was used with 2 ml of MnCl2 buffer per reaction. In dI1P sequencing the

ddGTP bases were very faint when Mn2+was used, so a 20: 1 labelling mix dilution was

substituted for these reactions. A mixture of 1 JL1 DIT, 0.5 JL135S-dATP (>1000 Ci/mmol

activity), labelling mix, Mn2+ (for deaza labelling) and Sequenase dilution (1:7 ratio of

enzyme: dilution buffer) was added per sample. Reactions were incubated on ice for 5

minutes, after which 3.5 JL1 of label mix was aliquoted to each ddNTP (2.5 JJ,1 mix) at 370C

to terminate for a maximum of 4 minutes. Reactions were stopped with the addition of 4 JL1

stop buffer.

Electrophoresis

Samples wereincubated at 950C for 2 minutes and placed on ice. An mI model

STS 45 DNA sequencing unit was used for these experiments. An 8% polyacrylamide

wedge gel was pre-electrophoresed for 0.5 hr before running samples. A total of 2-3.5

JL1 ofdenatured sample was loaded and electrophoresed for 3.5 hours (1500 volts), or until

the bluefront just ran off the bottom of the gel. Gels were soaked in 3 litres 5% acetic

acid/5% methanol for 1 hour, transferred to a sheet of 3 MM paper, covered with Saran

wrap and dried in a Bio-Rad gel drier for 3.5-4 hours. Dried gels were exposed to Kodak

X-Ray film for 24-48 hours at RT. Films were developed as described under Southern

blotting techniques.
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2.8.2 Analysis of Sequence Data

Because the C-globin sequences generated from the peR reactions were so short,

they were tabulated by hand. The sequences were then analyzed by comparison with

published sequence information. The DPSA program (Mark, 1986) was used in

conjunction with downloaded Genbank globin sequences for fast analysesof DNA on the

MacIntosh GS. With this system total sequence information including restriction sites,

alignments, and searches for pseudo-restriction sites could be analyzed.

Solutions & Materials

(1) Phenol, equilibrated with TE pH 7.5

(2) Chlorofonn: Isoamyl alcohol (24:1)

(3) 4M Nl40Ac

(5) USB Sequenase 2 Sequencing Kit (with dITP analog)

(6) USB Sequenase 2 Deaza-G Sequencing Kit

(7) 5% Acetic acid: 5% Methanol

-------------_. ---
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CHAPTER THREE

RESULTS

This chapter is divided into four sections: (1) cloning human genomic libraries, (2)

gene mapping using restriction fragmentlengthpolymorphisms (RFLP) with the Southern

blot technique, (3) polymerase chain reaction (peR) amplifications, and (4) subsequent

sequencing investigations. The data obtained from three years of extensive molecular

analyses of the ~-globin gene expansions is presented in a chronological order of

inv~stigation,with the exception of the gene mapping studies which were executed over a

period of about two years as new information and anomalous samples became available.

3.1 ADVENTURES IN CLONING

The construction and screening of genomic DNA libraries from individuals with

anamolous triplicate and quadruplicate ~-globin genes was both an adventure in cloning

techniques and a test of patience. First attempts to clone genomic DNA from individuals

with anomalous ~-globin genes utilized the cosmid vector pWel5, which is specifically

designed to accept very large (-35-45 kb) DNA inserts (Lau and Kan, 1983; Wahl,

1987). In my hands, the cloning efficiency using cosmid vectors was Unsatisfactory (20

colonies per J.1g DNA). This was attributed to genomic DNA of insufficiently high

molecular weight (>150 kb) to obtain clonable (-30- 50 kb) fragments from partiai Mho I

digests. New blood samples are needed to extract high molecular weight DNA needed for

cosmid cloning.

Tn Lite absence new DNA, lite bacteriophage A. vector EMBIA was then substitutedto

clone a partial Mbo 1(15-20 kb fragments) library from triple C-globin genomic DNA

(Wyman et al., 1985; Promega 1985/6). Later, two overlapping libraries using complete

BamBI, EcoRI and/or Hind ill digests in the A. DASH II vector (Stratogene, 1989)
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were constructed and screened for C-globin sequences. Table 3.1 lists the range of insert

sizes, expected cloning efficiencies, the size of library required to be representative for

each vector usedand the total numberof plaques screenedin this study.

TABLE 3.1

Lambdaphage Vector Specifics, Comprehensive Library Requirements
And Total Numbers or Plaques Screened From Human Genomic Libraries

Vector InsertSize Expected Cloning
Efficiencies/JJ,g

Comprehensive
Library Size

Total Number of
PlaquesScreened

AEMBL4 15-20kb 2 X 107 pfu 7.6 X 105 pfu 3.8 X 106 pfu
ADASHn 9-23 kb 2 X 106 -> 1.5X 107pfu -8.0 X 105 pfu 5.3 X 106 pfu

In an effortto alleviate underrepresentation of certain "problematic" humangenomic

sequences, appropriate host and vector combinations were employed in the library

constructions (Wyman et al., 1985;Wyman and Wertman, 1987;Raleigh et al., 1988and

1989).The E.Coli RecA- strains were chosen because they prohibit recombination in

sequencesprone to RecA recombinase. The E.Coli recBC- and recD- genotypes were

chosento ensure phage rolling circle replication necessary for packagingreactions; these

genotypes also decrease the probability of recombination between repetitive sequences,

whichwasveryimportant, consideringthe repetitivenature of the regions we weretrying

to clone (Wahl 1987;Wyman and Wertman, 1987). Finally, E.Coli Mcr- genotypes were

chosen to prohibitMcrB and McrA restriction systems from restricting foreign DNAthat

has beenmethylated at specific cytosines and adenosines, respectively (Raleigh, 1988 and

1989). Methylation of human adult genes after developmental expression(ie. fetal to adult
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transition) was believed to pose problems for previous investigators when cloning human

adult DNA samples (Nicholls, 1987). For both lambdaphage vectors, variable success

was met usingdifferent E.Coli strainsin which to grow the libraries (Table 3.2). These

mutated strainsare highly stringent and decreased the titres of the libraries. E.Coli strain

KW251 (Promega) gave the highest library titres using the WASH n vector, but in all

cases the libraries had to be constructed in multiples (3-7 times) to be considered

comprehensive (Table 3.1). All "positive" plaques'were rescreeneda minimum of twice,

with negative results. Library cloneminipreps indicateda plethoraof cloned sequenc~s as

judged by their restriction patterns,however, not one true ~-globin clone was isolated in

any of the libraries.

Consequent to the inability to generate ~-globin clones in libraryconstructs,we chose .

to tease out allelic differences between the aberrant C-genes using both Southern blot and

the polymerase chain reaction technique as alternative methods of analysis.

TABLE 3.2

E. Coli Strains And Titres Observed With The Different Vectors
Employed

2X101
1 X 102 ~> 4 X 103
1 X 103
IX 103
2X 104 ->3X loS
1 X loS -> 6.4 X loS

Titres <PfUlmg) DNAVector
cosmidpWe15
A-phage EMBIA
A-phage EMBIA
A-phage EMBIA
A-phageE~IA
A-phage DASH n

recA-
recBC- sbcB- recA
recBCD- sbcB
recBCD- sbcB- recA
recBC- sbcB-
reeD- mcrB- mcrA-

Genotype
AGI
CES201
DB1316
DB1318
MB406
KW251

Strain
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3.2 SOUTHERN BLOT HAPLOTYPE ANALYSES OF ZETA-GLOBIN
GENE EXPANSIONS IN LAOTIAN AND FILIPINO POPULATIONS

The gene mapping results of the C-globin expansions are divided here into two

analytical domains, (1) those haplotype analyses using frequently cutting restriction

endonucleases (Section 3.2.1), and (2) those using infrequently cutting, or the so-called

rare-cutter, restriction enzymes (Section 3.2.2).

3.2.1 Zeta-Globin Gene Mapping Results

Family identification, a- and C-globin genotypes, and ethnicitics of all 20

individuals haplotyped in this analysis are tabulated in Table 3.3. Table 3.4 lists the

restriction enzymes and fragment sizes generated with a- and t-globin probes in a

"normal caucasian". Table 3.6 summarizes the extensive mapping results of normal, triple.

and quadruple t-globin haplotypes from these two Southeast Asian populations.

Alpha-Thalassemia Deletion Haplotypes

Family haplotype data showed that all but one of the anomalous t-globin arrangements

were linked to normal a-globin genes (a2al). The polymorphisms generated by the a

thalassemia deletions actually helped to identify the reduplicated C-genes. The ez

thalassemia deletions (-a3•7 in all cases) were identified by a 16 kb Bgl I;I, and a 19.3 kb

Eco RI aberrent fragment with the C2-cDNA probe. The aI-thalassemia deletions (the

SEA 20 kb deletion) were characterized by a 20 kb Bam HI, and a 14.5 kb Eco RI

fragment with the C2-cDNA probe. The nO-thalassemia deletions, or total deletion of the

entire a-globin cluster (- -1), were almost all inferred from quantitatively diminished C

bands, except for individual #1154. A heterozygote for the total deletion and the 3.7 kb a

deletion. (- -T J-a3.7 a), ID 1154 lacked the 12.6 kb in Bgl II, 16.5 kb Hind ill, and 23 kb

Eco RI normal C-bands with the C-cDNAprobe.

-- ._._-----------
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TABLE 3.3

Normal And Aberrant Zeta-Globin Genotypes Analyzed By Southern Blot
Techniques

ID Family/Relation a-Genotype ~-Genotype Ethnicity

BH (Control #1) a a t aa CCI ~ ~ Caucasian

AN (Control #2) a a t a a CCI ~ C Caucasian

92 120 1father -3.7 a I aaCS CCI C~ Laotian (palese)

93 1201mother aa/-- SEA CCC~/~C Laotian (palese)

94 1201 daughter -3.7 a I - - SEA CCI CC Laotian (Palese)

95 1201 son aacs 1-- SEA CCI CC Laotian (Pakse)

96 1201 son a aCs I-_SEA CCI CC Laotian (Palese)

98 1201daughter -3.7 a 1- - SEA CCI CC Laotian (palese)

99 1201daughter aa /-3.7 a CCCC/CC Laotian (pakse)

161 331father -3.7 a ! aa CCI CC Laotian (Vientiane)

162 331mother aa/-3.7 a ~CC/CC Laotian(Vientiane)

163 331 daughter a a/-3.7 a CC ICC Laotian(Vientiane)

164 331sib -3.7 a t aa CC/CCC Laotian(Vientiane)

165 331 sib -3.7 a 1-3.7 a CC ICC Laotian(Vientiane)

166 331 sib -3.7 a 1-3.7 a CC/CC Laotian(Vientiane)

356 681 -3.7 a t aa CCI CCC Laotian(Vientiane)

1243 4821 husband a a t aa CC/CCCC Filipino

1154 448/wi...fe --T 1-3.7 a --/CCC Filipino

1026 4131 husband --T/aa --Ieee Filipino

1224 4751 husband --T/aa --/cce Filipino
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TABLE 3.4

Restriction Enzymes, Restriction Sites Produced, And Fragment Sizes
Generated With Alpha And Zeta Globin Gene Probes In A Normal

Caucasian Individual

Enzyme Sequence Number a-Probe C2-cDNA Probe 5' C-HVR Probe
or Sites Fragments Fragments Fragments-
Produced (kb) (kb) (kb)

Bglll AGATCT 4 12.6 12.6 11.3-
7.4 12.0 or *

11.3 or
10.5

Bam HI GGATeC 4 14.0 10.8 * 10.8*
5.9

EcaRI GAATrC 3 23.0 23.0 23.0*
5.0

Hindm AAGCTT 5 16.5 16.5 16.5*
4.5 13.5
3.7

BstEU GGlNACC 6 5.5 6.3*
4.4
3.8
2.5*

HinfI GANTC 4 2.6 2.5*
2.1*

Pst I CTGCAG 4 1.6* 8.7·
1.2
0.9·

Pvun CAGCTG 6 3.8 2.2 5.7*
2.1 1.5

1.4·
0.9*

SacI GAGCTC 6 14.0 5.9 4.8*
4.1 1.9 *

1.8
1.5*

DdeI C1NAG multiple (methylation sensitive) 0.7· 0.8*
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Table 3.4 Mapping Zeta-Globin Genes In A Normal Caucasian Individual, (con tinned)

Enzyme

BgiD/BamHI

BamHJ/Hind m

Number
01 Sites
Produced

4

2

a-Probe
Fragments

(kb)

t2-cDNA Probe
Fragments

(kb)

7.9·
4.3·
2.5
1.8

8.9·
6.1·

s't-OVR Probe
Fragments"

(kb)

7.9*

8.9*

Bgl IIISac I 5
(methylation sensitve)

11.6· 1.9* (partials)
5.1
1.2·
1.0·
0.7· (also many partialsobserved)

*Size may varydue to hypervariable regions (HVR), locatedbetween tl and l;2, and in the first and second
introns of the t-genes.

Triple Zeta-Globin Genes

The first phasein the characterization of the t-globin gene reduplications began

with Southern blots analyzing four enzymes which cut between (Eco RI, Hind lIT, Bam

Ill, BgI mand within (BgI IT and Bam HI) the t-genes. These blot were hybridized in

sucession with the three globin probes (a, t-cDNA, S't-HVR, described in Chapter 2).

The triple t-globin gene haplotype was characterizedbyanextra-10.5 kb band in Bgl IT,

Hind Ill, and Eco RI digests hybridized with the t-cDNA probe. Bam HI digests gave

consistently diminished (-9.4 kb) fragments as compared to theother three enzymes that

cover this region.Theanomalous t-ftagment did nothybridize withthe a-gene probe;nor

did it hybridize to a PBR322 plasmidprobe, used to check for bacterialcontaminationin

the human samples. Further characterization of the aberrent t-genes entailed extensive

mapping of the 5' C-I1'"VR, the various ~-NS, and the ~-gene exons, described below.
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Quaduple Zeta-Globin Genes

The novel quadruple t-globin arrangement was originally found in DNA analysis of

Laotian family #120 (Titus, 1987). The mother (#93) carries a quadruple t-gene and

normal a-gene on one chromosome 16, and a 20 kb (SEA) a-thalassemia deletion with

normal C-geneson the homologue. Gene mapping of family members determined that the

quadruple genes segregated independently of three different a-thalassemia mutations in

this family pedigree (Figure 3.0). In addition to a (-ex3•7) deletion, the father (#92) carries

an aeSmutation, as do his sons (#95 and #96) (Hsia et al., 1989). Figures 3.1 through

3.5 analyze the two a-thalassemia deletions and segregation of the quadruple C-globin

chromosome in Family 120 using BgI Il, Bam HI, Eco RI, Hind ill single and double

digests. The quadruple t-gene chromosome was inherited by only one daughter (#99) of

the five children analyzed in this family (Figure 3.4 and 3.5).

FIGURE 3.0

Pedigree or Laotian Family #120

o n n

II!I a a cs

• - - SEA

0094
a-3.7 ~ ~

~~

0092

0095
aa~~

-- ~~

0096
aa ~~-- ~~

0093

0098 0099
a -3.7 ~ ~ a -3.7 ~ ~

-- ~~ aa ~~~~
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To determine if the anomalous t-globin genes present in these analyses were

functional, a 'Vel oligonucleotide probe (described in Chapter 2) was hybridized to

the triple and quadruple C-gene blots. The results suggested that the extra C-fragments were

indeed nonfunctional C-genes, carrying the termination mutation present in 'Vtl and absent

in the funtional C2 gene. The reduplicated t-genes were later reexamined with the 'Vtl

oligoprobe following PCR amplifications, as described in a later section, with concording

results.

A second quadruple t-globin gene chromosome was discovered while screening for

molecular pathologies of the ex-globin genes in the Filipino population in Hawaii (Dr.

Hsia and Berbie Chu, personal communication). In comparisons with the Laotian

quadruple t-gene chromosome, haplotype analyses (Bgl Il, Bam HI, BgI II, Hind III

hybridized as above) revealed identical C-gene RFLPs for both the Laotian and Filipino

chromosomes (see Table 3.6). Similar comparisons with the triple t-gene arrangements in

these two populations also indicated identical fragment legnth patterns at the Southern blot

level (Table 3.6).

Figure 3.6 illustrates the proposed map of BgI n, Bam HI, Eco RI, and Hind ill

single and double digests in the quadruple t-gene chromsomal arrangement Anchoring the

position of 5' C2 gene and 3' 'Vtl gene fragments using data from analyses of normal zeta

haplotypes from Laotian and Filipino samples, the problem remained to tease out the order

of the zeta genes. In this regard, both quadruple and triple C-gene arrangements were

subjected to a battery ofrestriction enzymes to determine the structure and size of the 5' C

HVR, C-IVS and C-exons. The map illustated in Figure 3.6 reflects these 5' HVR and

intragenic region investigations, which in combination with the above analyses helped in

positioning the genes and gene fragments,discussed in more detail below.
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a3.7) a2-thalusemia deletion. Mother (#93)
appears normal except for the very strong -10.5
kb hybridization, suggestive of a ~-globin

duplication. Two sibs' (1#94 &: 1#98) have Hb H
disealle (-113.7/--SBA): (-113.7) chromosome and
mother's, now apparent, (_.sEA) chromosome. Two
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carries the (--SEA) deletion indicated by 20.7
kb fragment; all sibs inherited this a 1-thaI

chromosome. The mother's multiple ~-globin
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5' Zeta-Hypervariable Regions

Hind ill digests were probed with an inter-zeta fragment homologous to the 5' HVR

",CI region (Chapman et al., 1987; described in Chapter 2) to determine the number of 5'

C-HVR regions that were present in each genotype analyzed Remembering that this

analysis will only pick up those C-genes 3' to the C2 gene, the results showed one normal

homozygous (-16.5 kb) 5' HVR fragment in normal t-gene genotypes, three 5' HVR

regions (16.5 kb of double intensity and one 10.7 kb band) in the triples, and four (16.5

kb of double intensity, 10.7 and 10.5 kb bands) in the quadruples (Figure 3.7 and Table

3.6).

Pvu II digests of select individuals from these two Southeast Asian populations were

probed as above, revealing 5.0 kb (medium or M allele, Hill et al., 1987) and 3.8 kb

(small or S allele) fragments (Figure 3.7). These size fragments have been found in'

frequencies of 0.33 and 0.42 in Asians (Chapman et al., 1987), so fmding these alleles in

these .two populations was not unexpected. However, in this study, the quantitative

intensity of the bands directly correlated with the number of C-globin genes (3' to the

normalS' C2 gene) carried by each individual. In this analysis, the 3.8 kb fragment was

determined to be linked to the aberrant C-genes by family analyses; the 3.8 kb fragment

was also found linked to a-thalassemia deletions on the paired chromosomes. Moreover,

while the 5'HVR analysis was important to quantitatively determine the number of t-gene

intergenic regions present, it did not explain all of the variability observed in RFLP

analyses of the reduplicated C-globingenes.
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FIGURE 3.7

Characterization Of 5'~-HVR Alleles In Normal, Triple And Quadruple
Zeta-Gene Haplotypes

Hind ill genomic digests were hybridized to a 5' C-HVR probe to determine the
number of 5' ~-HVR regions in each genotype. In this autoradigraph, Control and #92
(father of family #120) each carry two 5'-HVRregions which are of normal size for this
enzyme. The quadruple C-globin genotype (#93, mother of Laotian family 120) carries

, four 5'-HVR regions, as does her daughter (#99), with two extra approximately 10.7-9.0
kb fragments. The mother's 18.5 kb fragment is indicative of the SEA a-thalassemia
deletion. A triple C-genecarrier (#162) carries three 5'-HVR fragments, the smaller -10.7
kb fragment indicative of one additional C-gene. Similar results were observed in all
quadruple and triple C-globin genotypes testedin theLaotian and Filipino populations.

Pvu n genomic digests were hybridized with the 5' ~-HVR probe to determine the exact
sizes of the 5' ~-HVR alleles. The 5.7 and 5.0 kb alleles are normal variants in those of
European ancestry, as is our Control here. The 5.0 and 3.8 kb fragments 'are normal
Southeast Asian variants (Chapman et al., 1986). Individual #92 (father ofLaotian family
120) is homozygous for the 5.0 kb allele. His wife (#93) carries one 5.0 and three 3.8 kb
fragments, one of which is linked to her chromosome with the a-thalassemia deletion, as
determined from family studies (data not shown). The daughter (#99) carries two 5.0 kb
fragments, one inherited from her father and hermother, and two 3.8 kb fragments which
she inherited as part of her mother's quadruple C-globinchromosome. Laotian individual
#162 carries two 5.0 and one 3.8 kb alleles, consistentwith carrying triple C-genes on one
chromosome and normal C-genes on the other. Analyses of C-globin gene expansions in
both Latian and the Filipino populations suggest that the anomalous C-gene products
appear to be linked to the smaller 3.8 kb, 5' C-HVR allelic fragment
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Zeta-IVS and Zeta-Exon Regions

The interpretation of the anomalous' C-bands found in the Laotian and Filipino

populations as representing either three orfour C-globin genes was confirmed by further

haplotype analyses using two C-region probes (the C2-cDNA and the 5' C-HVR probes)

hybridized to Pvu II, Pst I, Hinf I, Dde I, Bst Ell, Sac I and double digests (Table 3.6).

Failure of the Dde I enzyme to digest consistently was attributed to disparate patterns of

tissue-specific methylation in this region of the «-globin cluster. Pst I, Bst E II, Sac I,

Pvu II and Bgl III Bam HI digests (C2-cDNA probe) revealeded a 100-300 bp difference

between the. multiple C-genesin the CI-IVS 1 region (Table 3.6).

This analysis also indicated that the.anomalous C-genes derive from a homologous but

unequal crossover between the normal VCI gene (5' exon 1 through exon 2) and the C2

gene (IVS-2 through exon 3). Figures 3.8 and 3.9 illustrate the regions of crossover in

relation to Pst I, Pvu II, Bst ElI, and Hinf'I digests.

These results are in agreement with earlier maps (Titus et al., 1988), and help to

explain the diminished fragments observed with Eco RI, Hind ill, and Bam HI enzymes,

all of which cleave closer to the 3' end, or in the last exon of, the t2-gene. The Bgl II

products are also consistent with this theory: Bgi II cuts both C2 and VCI within the first

exon. The polymorphism observed with this enzyme would thus reflect the relatively small

5HVR and C-IVS variation within the recombinant gene(s).

The anomalous C-gene in the triple C-globin arrangement appears to be the initial

recombinant product, generating the same fragment sizes, albeit proportionally fewer, as

the quadruple arrangement, in both Laotian and Filipino carriers. Based on these analyses,

Figure 3.10 illustrates the proposed mechanism for generating tile unusual quadruple C

globin chromosome from homologous but unequal crossover event(s).
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Detection of Zeta-Globin Pseudo-Sites

Variation in length polymorphisms can be generated by two different mechanisms

including (1) the creation or elimination of restriction site changes, and (2) the

rearrangement of DNA segments by deletions, inversions or insertions. Although our

mapping indicates an insertion of an extra t-gene within the anomalous t-globin

genotypes, the RFLP length variations observed in these samples could represent pseudo

site base changes resulting in novel length polymorphisms. To check this the DPSA Apple

TIe program (Mark 1986) was used to detect single base changes in the t-globin DNA

sequences which would produce new restriction sites, or pseudo-sites, for Bst Ell, Pvu

TI, Pst I and Hinf I restriction enzymes.

As indicated in Table 3.5, a new Bst Ell, Pvu II, or Pst I site in both l;2and 'Vtl gene

sequences could potentially be generated by a single base change approximately once

. every 100 bases; this frequency accords with Jeffrey's analysis of DNA sequence variants

in the p-globin region (1979). Moreover, a new Hinf I site in either the 'VCI or C2 gene

could be generated by a single base change every 25 bases. Although the estimated

frequency for human genomic polymorphic sequences in general is 0.003 (Cooke et al.,

1985), the frequencies calculated for potentially new restriction sites due to single base

changes in the t-globin sequences are significantly greater than this. It is therefore highly

improbable that single base changes in either the 'l'tl or C2 genes could 'generate the

characteristic polymorphisms observed for these enzymes in the reduplicated C-genes.

Based on the number of these potential sites, it is remarkable that we do not observe more

polymorphism for these enzymes in this region. This phenomenon supports the

observation of an unusally high level of sequence conservation in the a-globin cluster.
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TABLE 3.5

Frequency Of Restriction Pseudo-Sites In Zeta-Globin Sequences

~-Gene Bst ElI Pvu n Pst I Hinf I

~2 (2685 bp)
No. of "'-Sites 14 27 29 107
Frequency 0.00521 0.0101 0.0108 0.0398

"'~1 (2682 bp)
No. of "'-Sites 23 25 23 92
Frequency 0.00857 0.0093 0.0086 0.0343

---------------
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FIGURE 3.8

Genomic Southern Blot Analyses Of Zeta-IVS And Exon Regions:
Pvu II And Pst I Digests

Pvu n Digests of normal (Control. ID #92), triple (ID #356) and quadruple (ID #99) C
gene arrangements indicated a proponionally quantitative gain of 1.5 and -1.3-1.4 kb
fragments in the multiply arranged C-genes~This is indicativeof additional 5'",Cl (exon 1)
or 3'C2 (exon 2 and 3) genes. No increase in 5'C2 exon 1 (0.8-0.9 kb fragments) or 3'",Cl
were observed .

Pst I Digests of normal (Control. #92). triple (#356) and quadruple (#99) C-gene
arrangements. This digest revealed one and two extra 5'",Cl 1.2 kb (exon 1) fragments in
the triple and quadruple arrangements. respectively. A similar.quantitative increase in 1.6
1.5 kb (3'Cz or ",Cl exons 2 and 3) was also seen. No increase in 5'CZ (exon 1 region)
gene 0.8-0.9 kb fragments were observed.

Analysis of these results suggest that homologous but unequal crossover events
between the (5') ",Cl gene and (3') Cz gene are responsible for the C-gene expansions
observed in these two Southeast Asian populations. as discussed further in the text
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FIGURE 3.9

Genomic Southern Blot Analyses or Zeta-IVS And Exon Regions:
Bst Ell And Hinr I Digests

Bst Ell Digests of normal (Control) and quadruple (10 #93 and 99) ~-globin gene
arrangements. A quantitative gain in 5'",Cl 2.2 and 1.8 kb fragments (exons 1 through
IVS 2) were observed in triple and quadruple C-gene haplotypes (only the quadruple 10
#93 is shown here). Additional 3.8 kb 3'C2 (exon 3) fragments were also seen in these
haplotypes.

Hinr I Digests of normal (Control,10 #92), triple (ID #356) and quadruple (ID #93 and
99) ~-globin gene arrangements. These digests revealed a novel polymorphism in the triple
.and quadruple t-gene haplotypes. One and two additional 2.8 kb fragments were observed
in the triple (#356 shown here),and quadruple (#99 and 93) haplotypes, respectively. The
DNA for #93 was degraded in this analysis, however when the blot was repeated we
observed identical C-gene patterns in both the mother and daughter (#99).

A homologous but unequal crossover event between 5''''~1 (exon 1 into IVS 2) and
3'C2 (lVS 2 through 3' divergent region) could generate the anomalous 2.8 kb Hinf I
fragments observed here, as discussed further in the text.
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FIGURE 3.10

Model Of Crossover Events Generating The Novel Quadruple Zeta-Globin Chromosome
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TABLE 3.6

Restriction Fragments Pro~uced In Mapping The Zeta-Globin Gene Exp-anslons

10: 92 23 29 162 ..wL 1154 1026 1221 356 BH (conlrol)
Probe-: ~ HVR ~ HVR ~ HVR ~ HVR ~ HVR ~ HVR ~ HVR· ~ HVR ~ HVR ~ HVR
Enzyme:

Bgi II 16.0 12.6 "16.0 16.0 10.8 12.6 10.8 16.0 11.3 12.6 11.3 12.6 11.3 16.0 11.0 12.6 11.3
12.6 11.3 12.6 12.6 10.5 10.8 10.S 11.3 10.S 11.3 10.5 11.3 10.5 12.6 10.5 11.3 11.0
11.3 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 11.0 11.0

10.S 10.5 10.S 10.S

Oln, HI 10.S 20.7 10.5 10.S 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.8 10.8
5.9 9.4 9.4 9.4 9.4 9.4 9.4 9.4 9.4 9.4 9.4 9.4 9.4 10.5 10.5

9.0 9.0 5.9 9.0 9.0 5.9 5.9 5.9 8.9 5.9
8.3 8.3 8.3 8.3
5.9 5.9 5.9

Eco RI 23.0 23.0 23.0 23.0 19.3 23.0 .23.0 23.0 23.0 23.0 23.0 23.0 23.0
19.3 14.5 19.3 19.3 19.3 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 19.3 19.3 5.0

5.0 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 9.9 9.9 5.0 5.0 5.0 10.5 10.5
9.9 9.9 5.0 5.0 5.0
5.0 S.O

Hind III 16.S 16.5
13.5

18.5 18.5 16.5 16.5 16.S 16.5 16.5 16.5 16.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 16.S 16.5 16.5 16.5
16.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 13.5 10.9 13.S . 10.9 13.5 10.9 16.0 16.0 13.S
13.5 10.9 13.5 10.9 13.5 10.9 13.5 10.9 10.9 10.9 10.9 13.5 10.9
10.9 10.5 10.9 10.5 10.9 10.9 10.5
10.5 10.5 10.5

............................................................1111 .. 11 11 _ ..

00
0\



Table 3.6 !Restriction Fragments Produced In Mapping The Zeta·G1obln Gene Expansions. (continued)

10: 92 23 92 162 ..illL 1154 1026 1224 3S§ PH (contron
Probe·: ~ HVR ~ HVR ~ HVR ~ HVR ~ HVR ~ HVR ~ HVR ~ HVR ~ HVR ~ HVR
Enzyme:

Pst Ell 5.5 6.0 5.5 6.0 5.5 6.0 5.5 6.0 5.5 6.0 5.5 6.0 5.5 6.0 5.5 6.0 5.5 6.5
4.4 4.4 4.8 4.4 4.8 4.4 4.8 4.4 4.8 4.4 4.8 4.4 4.8 4.4 4.8 4.4 6.0
3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8
2.5 2.4 2.5 2.4 2.4 2.2 2.2 2.5 2.5

2.2 2.4 2.2 2.2 2.1 2.1 2.2
2.1 2.2 2.1 2.1

2.1

Hlnr I 2.6 2.2
2.1 0.7

2.8 2.2
2.6 1.4
1.9 0.7

2.8 2.2
2.6 1.4
2.1 0.7
1.9

2.8 2.2
2.6 1.4
2.0 0.7
1.9

2.8 2.2
2.6 1.4
2.0 0.7
1.9

2.8
2.6
2.0

2.8
2.6
2.0

2.8
2.6
2.0

2.8
2.6
2.1
1.9

2.6 2.6
2.0 2.1
0.5 0.7

Pst I 1.6 -O.S 1.6 -0.5 1.6 -o.s 1.6 -0.5 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 -O.S
1.2 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.2
0.9 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 0.9
0.8 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.8

0.8 0.8 0.8

Pvu II 2.2 5.0 2.2 S.O 2.2 5.0 2.2 S.O 2.2 S.O 2.2 S.O 2.2 S.O 2.2 S.O 2.2 5.7
1.5 1.5 3.8 1.5 3.8 1.5 3.8 1.5 3.8 I.S 3.8 I.S 3.8 I.S 3.8 I.S 5.0
1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3
1.3 1.3 1.3 0.8 1.3 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9
0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8

........................................................................... 11 _ -_•••

Sac: I (S) 5.8
5.6
4.3
4.0

5.8
4.3

5.8
4.3

5.8
4.3

00
....,J
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Table 3.6 Restriction Fragments Produced In Mapping The Zeta-Globin Gene Expansions, (continued)

10: 22 23 22 162 ..wL 1)54 1026 1221 356 BH (contron

Probe·: ~ HVR ~ HVR ~ HVR ~ HVR ~ HVR ~ . HVR ~ HVR ~ HVR ~ HVR ~ HVR
Enzyme:

Dele I (S) smear -0.8 .mear -0.8 smear-o.8 smear -0.8 (5) (5) (5) -0.8 -0.8 -0.8
-o.6-0.S

Bgi III
Blm HI 7.4 7.4 11.0 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.7

2.7 7.4 6.S 6.S 6.S 6.S 6.S 6.S 6.S 6.S 6.S 6.S 2.7 7.4
1.8 6.5(S.S) 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 1.9

2.7 2.0 1.8 2.0 2.0 2.0
2.0 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8
1.8

Blm HV
Hind III 9.3 21.0 9.3 9.3 9.3 9.3 9.3 10.8 10.8

S.S 8.3 8.3 8.3 8.3 8.3 8.3 9.3 9.3
7.7 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.7 S.S
7.0 7.0 7.0 5.5
S.S S.S

••••111 11 ,",.__ _ _ __._ _ __ -

BgIIVS., I ThiJ lIJlalywgive full andPlnial diaCllJ pallem.of -6 frqementl (8.9.7.9,6.2,5.0,4.5,4.3)of varying quantilative inlcnritica per individualwhen
hybridizedwith !be~ eDNA probe.

NOTES;
• Probes: ~ iI a ~2·cDNA probe (Coben-50lalel al., 1982); HVR is 15'-t; HVR probe (C1lpman et aL, 1986).
(S): Melhylatiat .enritive. TheredigCllJ reaulted in I rmearof indilccmiblefraament.izCIin I Iex. II_gelullY·
Onlygemme membenof FamilyNOI. 120and33 lie liltedhere. See Figum 3.1-3.3 and Til1u (1987) forfurther haplotype information onlbeaefamily memben.

00
00
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3.2.2 Results Of Zeta-Gene Mapping Using Intrequently-Cutting
Restriction Endonucleases And Pulse-Field Gel Assays

In collaboration with Dr. Larry Shapiro (Professor of Pediatrics and Biological

Chemistry, UCLA Medical School), pulse-field gel electrophoresis of three rare-cutting

enzyme digests were used to examine the a-globin region on chromosome 16p in 5

individuals from Family #120, a Laotian pedigree carrying the SEA and -a3.7 a

thalassemia deletions, the Hb CS mutation as well as both normal and the quadruple ~

globin genes (Titus 1987; Hsia et al., 1989). Restriction patterns for the enzymes Not I,

Sal I and Sfi I in the a-globin complex are shown in Figure 3.11 (A and B). Restriction

fragment sizes from these analysesare listed in Table 3.7.

A restriction map of this region is illustrated in Figure 3.12. The enzymes utilized

have been mapped within an area of approximately 300 kb of DNA surrounding the a

globin region on chromsome 16p (Fischel-Ghodsian et al., 1987). In the Not I digests

(Figure 3.11 A), all family memberscarry the -400 kb band indicative of a partial digest at

the +125kb map site. The two sons with the a CS mutation demonstrate the -250 kb band

as does their mother. The boys also show one band that is fainter than the other; the

mother's two fragments are equal in intensity. All sibs in this analysis have inherited the

SEA chromsome from their mothers, so it is likely that the smaller -250 kb band seen in

the boys was inherited from their fathers. However, variation in methylation patterns

could be responsible for the pattern of partial digestion observed.

The size of the Sal I fragments (Figure 3.11 B) were more difficult to discern

because of their smeary appearance and due to the lack of a suitable >200 kb marker; these

fragments have thus been noted in kilobase size "ranges". There are numerous Sal I partial

digestion sites possible in this region, and the products obtained (ranging from 125 to

-300 kb) are indicative of this.The haplotype of the mother (#93) is most indicative of

parital digest restriction sites, with fragments ranging from 150 to - 300 kb.
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Although Sfi I can potentially cut the a-globin region into 7 pieces (see map below),

there is little information on this enzyme's activity in genomic DNA. If indeed the cell

cultured DNA preparations were cut to completion with this enzyme then no fragments

would be visible using this PFGE analysis. In fact, no fragments were observed with the

Sfi I digests were hybridized with a C-globinprobe.

No unique polymorphism for the anomalous C-genes could be substantiated using the

presented methods. It would be useful in further PFGE analyses of this family to include

DNA from the one sib (daughter, 10#99) who carries the mother's quadruple C-globin

gene chromosome. This was impossible at this time due to lack of appropriate DNA and

the inability to immonalize her DNA in cell culture (personal communication with Dr.

Shapiro).

TABLE 3.7

Pulse-Field Gel Analysis or The Alpha-Globin Region:
Rare-Cutter Enzyme Mapping Results or Laotian Family 120

ID Relation Alpha-Globin Genotype Not I Sal I Sfi I
(kb) (kb) (kb)

93 mother (--~C/aa~C~~) -400kb - 3OOkb(?)
-250kb -150-250 range

95 son ( - - ~ ~ I a CS a CC) -4OOkb -200-250 range -
-250kb -125 kb

96 son ( - - ~ ~ I a CS a ~ C) -4OOkb not done
-250kb

97 daughter (- - ~ ~ 1-a3.7 a ~ ~) -4OOkb -200-250 range -
-125 kb

98 daughter (- - ~ ~ 1-a3.7 a C~) -4OOkb -200-250 range -
-125 kb
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FIGURE 3.11

PFGE Analysis Of The Alpha-Gene Complex

A. Not I Digest

Individual DNAs from Laotian Family #120 were digested and analyzed by PFGE as
described in the text. The mother (#93) carries four ~-genes with normal a-genes on one
chromosome, and a SEA (20kb) deletion with normal ~-genes on the homologue.
Daughters (#97 and 98) and sons (#95 and 96) carry their mother's SEA, normal ~-gene
chromosome and either their father's -3.7a deletion or a CS mutation chromosome with
normal ~-genes. All family members here examined carry the 400 kb Not I fragment, a
common partial digest product (no digestion at map point +125 kb). Sons also carry an
-250 kb band indicative of complete digest in this region; they also carry a slightly larger
fragment (-280 kb) which may indicate variable partial digestion patterns for some
molecules..

B. Sal I and Sfi I Digests

All members of Family #120 carry an -200 kb fragment. The sibs carry an additional
-125 kb fragment. The mother carries a fragment »200 kb which is a partial digest
product, the size of which could not be resolved in this analysis.
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FIGURE 3.12

Pulse-Field Gel Analysis Of The Alpha Globin Complex Region:
Restriction Enzyme Map Using Three Rare-Cutting Enzymes

(Redrawn from Fischel-Ghodsian et aI••1987)
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Future experiments using PFGE in the analysis of the multiply arranged ~-genes

should include (1) parallel analyses of quadruple, triple and normal C-gene haplotypes,

and (2) analysis using rare-cutter enzymes Xho I (crCGAG) and MIu I (ACGCGT).

These two enzymes; which cut closer to the genes of interest, could yield valuable

information on anomolous zeta regions. In a "normal individual", Xho I yields an

approximately 25 kb fragment which cuts just 5' of l;2 gene and 3' of (Xl; digestion with

MIu I would generate an approximately 100 kb fragment spanning the zeta region, the 3'

site cuts close to the 5' region of the «2 gene (Fischel-Ghodsian et al., 1987). A double

digestusing these enzymes in PFGE analysis may help to distinguish the orientation of the

multiply arranged ~-genes on the 16pchromosome. However, as observed with the other

rare cutter enzyme sites in this region, the major potential stumbling block in this type of

analysis is the problem of parital digestion purportedly due to varying methylation patterns
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in genomic DNA samples (Fischel-Ghodsian et al., 1987). The accessibility of these sites

in genomic DNA preparations therefore dependson the distribution of CpG methylation in

the tissues used for these analyses.

3.3 ZETA-GLOBIN GENE AMPLIFICATIONS

The ~- and a-genes of nine individuals, including two Caucasian controls, three

Laotian and four Filipino samples with either normal, triple or quadruple ~-gene

haplotypes were amplified in this study (listed in Table 2.6). Unless otherwise noted; the

normal and aberrant ~-genes were amplified from genomic DNA (Eco RI) eluants, the

specific zeta-enriched DNAs eluted from agarose gels as described in Chapter Two. Eco

RI 10 kb and 9 kb restriction fragments are diagnostic of the recombinant ~-genes, which

are denoted here as CR.lOkb and CR.9kb to distinquish between the two.

The ~-globin amplifications are divided into three regions of analysis, including

(1) 5' ~-exon 2 through 3' divergent regions, (2) 5' ~-exon 3 through 3' divergent

regions, and (3) 5' ~-exon 1 through exon 2.

3.3.1 Double-Strand Zeta-Gene Products

The ~-globin gene intron(s) average G/C content is 75% and ranges from 60

100%, the denaturation of which would theoretically require unachievable temperatures

(Tm = 1000C to Tm =1100C) (Mannur and Doty, 1962; Dr. Russ Higuchi, CETUS

Corporation, personal communication 1990). Two strategies were used with reasonable

success to overcome the very high G/econtent of the ~-intervening sequences, including

(l) chemical denaturation, precipitation and resuspension of all DNA samples with primer

pairs before start of the reactions and (2) utilization of a modified dGTP base, c7dGTP

(deaza-G) (Innis, 1990 and personal communication).
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Melting temperature of the deaza-G base is similar to dATP, thus after the first

denaturation, annealing and extension, all subsequent templates should have lower melting

temperatures. Unfortunately, the modified G-base does not intercalate ethidium bromide

dye due to base stacking configuration changes (Barr et al., 1986). Although very faint

bands could sometimes be seen when a 2:1 to 3:1 ratio of c7dGTP: dGTP mix was used,

incorporation of this base virtually prohibited product evaluation using UV light.

Therefore, all amplified sequences which necessitated deaza-G incorporation were

analyzed by Southern blotting methods in evaluating the production of target fragments.

Amplified ~-globin sequences which were -65% G/e did not require modified base

incorporation and were visualized by EtBr/UV light These products were initially, and

periodically thereafter, examined by Southern hybridization to ~-globin probe sequence.

Alpha.-Globin Positive Controls

Alpha-globin primers (Hsia et al., 1989; Table 2.5) were used to test (1) the

amplification of eluted a-globin fragment DNA, and (2) the incorporation of deaza-G in a

peR reaction. As shown in Figure 3.13, the eluted globin fragments could be reliably

amplified.

The incorporation of deaza-G produced barely visible PCR products as compared to

the dGTP reactions (Figure 3.13). However, Southern blots indicated equivalent yields of

amplification products with both dGTP and deaza-G (Figure 3.14). The deaza-G reactions

occasionally produced two fragments of almost equal size (for example, see Lane 9 in

Figure 3.13) rather than a distinguishing single band in gel assays. In one case the two

bands were excised and sequenced, Lite results indicating identical sequences. Thus, the

double-banding was attributed to either (1) the amount of deaza-G incorporated which

could be responsible for the variable migration patterns, (2) the production of secondary

structures with deaza-G, or (3) the production of single-strand products.
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FIGURE 3.13

Incorporation Of c7dGTP In PCR Amplification Of Globin Genes From
Genomic And Eluted DNA Samples

A. Alpha-Globin Gene Amplifications

Lanes 1 through 4 contain I, 3, 5, and 10 ml aliquots of amplified products (100 JJ1
total reaction volume) from control (BR, Caucasian) genomic DNA. This peR reaction
contained 100%dGTP. Lanes 5 through g contain I, 3, 5, and 10 JJ1 aliquots of a-globin
eluant DNA (#1026, Filipino) amplified products. This reaction also contained 100%
dGTP. Two bands of almost equal size are barely visible in Lane 9. This lane contains a
10 ....1 aliquot of a PCR reaction in which genomic DNA (#1026) was amplified with
incorporation using c7dGTP in a 3:1 ratio with dGTP.

B. Zeta-Globin Gene Amplifications

. Lanes 1 through 6 were amplified with a 3:1 ratio of c7dGTP and dGTP. Lane 1
contains PeR products of a 3''I'~1 primer control (BH) amplificationusing genomic DNA.
Lanes 2 through 4 contain peR products from 'I'~1 eluant DNA samples (ID #1243, 1224
and 1026, Filipino). Lanes 5 and 6 contain negative controls: an amplification using ~2

eluants amplified with the 3''I'~1 primer pair, and an H20/PCR cocktail sans DNA control.
Fragments less than 78 bpwere primer-dimerproducts.

Lane 7 contains the PCR products of a 3'~ control DNA (BH) amplification using
genomic DNA and dGTP. Lanes 7-11 were amplified with 100% dGTP. Lanes 8-11
show products of 3't2 amplifications of~ eluant DNAs from Filipino (#1243, 1224 and
1026) and Laotian (#99) samples.
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FIGURE 3.14

Amplification Of "'~1- And ~2-Globin Genes:
5' ~-Exon 3 Through 3' Divergent Regions

A. Gel assay of peR products.

Lanes 1 through 5 are 3' ",~l PCR products amplified from l;l DNA eluants. Lanes 7
. through 11 are 3'l;2 PCR products amplified from l;2eluants. Lanes 6 and 12 are negative

control products, ddH20/PCR cocktail sans DNA.

B., Southern blot of gel in A, hybridized to l;cDNA probe.

. As pictured above, the first PCR reactions amplifying the l;-globin regions were not
very pretty on gel analysis. Southern blots such as this one were comforting, however, in
that the products amplified were indeed C-gene products of the specific sizes anticipated.
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5' Zeta-Exon 2 Through 3' Divergent Region

Based on RFLP analyses, the crossover region(s) of the t-gene expansions should

be located between the second intron and the 3' divergent regions of the genes.

Therefore, first attempts at amplifying the eluted t-genes from normal and aberrant t-gene

genotypes utilized the primers 1 and 2 for the ",tl gene (-684 bp fragment expected), and

primers 1 and 8 (-608 bp fragment expected)for the C2 gene (Figure 3.15). Primers 1 and

3 (-746 bp fragment expected), never amplifiedat-product

FIGURE 3.15

5' Zeta-Exon 2 Through 3' Divergent Regions
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This region proved very difficult to amplify. Following a multitude ofexperiments to

obtain the appropriate concentration of peR cocktail ingredients and profile parameters,

the results from Southern blots showed very little product had been generated.

Although the product yield was minimal, Southern blots did indicate some size

polymorphism in this region however. Three bands (-670, 300 and 350 bp) were

observed in the quadruple t-haplotypes with the 3't2 primer. Two bands, -750 and 700

bp were also observed for the normal Caucasian (BH) and Laotian (#92) controls; these
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two control also showed a similar polymorphism with the 3''I'~1 primer amplifications.

Becausethis was the only blot of the region amplified with these primer pairs. the results

have notyet been confirmed.

5' Zeta-Exon 3 Througb 3' Divergent Region

The expected amplified ~-fragment sizes for the 'I'~l-primers 6 and 2. and the C2

primers 6 and 8 were -134 bp and -160 bp, respectively (Figure 3.16). The ~2-gene

primers 6 and 3 (Figure 3.16; -298 bp expected) weakly amplified only two DNA

samples. both of which were Caucasian controls. For this reason, a new 3' ~2 primer

sequence (no. 8) was designed closer to the polyadenylation signal. which was the region

chosenfor the 'I'~1 primer (primer no. 2) initially.

FIGURE 3.16

5' Exon 3 Through 3' Divergent Zeta Primers
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In theseanalyses, the 'I'~1- and C2-specific primer pairs consistently amplified ~-DNA

products of the appropriate size using the 'I'~1, C2 and recombinant ~-gene DNA eluants

(Figure 3.13B, Figure 3.14, and Figure 3.17). The ~2-specific primer pair routinely

amplified both recombinant ~-gene (9 kb and 10kbEco RI) eluants from both Filipino and
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Laotian samples. as expected from RFLP mapping studies. In one case. a recombinant t

gene eluant amplification gave double-bands of almost equal size. a phenomenon

discussed above. These bands were excised separately from the gel and sequenced, the

results of which indicated identical sequences for the two bands.

On rare occasions the recombinant C-eluants could be amplified by the "'~l-specific

primer pair, showing proportionally much less amplified product after40 PCR cycles. The

'VCI-specific primer pair also occasionally produced a small quantity of amplification

product from a 1;2-eluant. These anomalous results were attributed to presence of degraded

'VCI fragments in the 1;2 eluants (for example see Figure 3.17. Lane 9). Amplification of

the 'VCI eluants by the /;2-specific primers occurred in a few reactions, probably the result

of small amounts of partial digestion products in this region in a few of the samples. In

any case, an attempt was made to sequence the anomalous products, the results of which

are described below.

Zeta-Exon 1 Through Exon 2

The expected amplified C-fragment sizes for primers 10 and 7 are -975 bp for the

1;2-gene and -1395 bp for the ",Cl-gene (Figure 3.18). The 1;2-specific primers 5 and 7,

and the "'~l-specific primers 4 and 7 both weakly amplified a control (Caucasian) genomic

sample only once. A single band-1135 bp (-450 bp less than the-1581 bp expected) was

observed in "'~l-specific primer amplification of this control; two bands invery close

range of -870 bp (-1135 expected) were observed for the ~-specific primers. Laotian

and Filipino C-genes would not amplify with these primers.
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FIGURE 3.18

5' Zeta-Exon 1 Through Exon 2
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New 5' ~-primers were designed to cover a homologous region in ~-exon 1.

Expected product sizes from primers 10 and 7 is -975 for the C2-gene, and 1395 bp for the

"'~I-gene. As shown in Figure 3.19A, the C2-genes did not amplify with these primers.

The Cl eluants produced an -130 bp fragment, and the combined (9 and 10 kb Eco RI

fragment) recombinant gene eluants produced both -130 and -290 bp fragments. This blot

was stripped and reprobed with a ",~I-specific oligomer (Primer 9, Table 2.5), the results

of which indicate the amplified genes are ",el derivatives. These results are not consistent

with the published sequence sizes for these genes; the highly homologous ~-globin

sequences with their extremely rich G/C and repetitive sequenceintrons may playa role in

generating PCR jumping artifacts. Primer jumping is known to occur with damaged or

nicked DNA (paabo et al., inpress ). However, because of (1) the high level of homology

both within and berwen genes in this region, (2) problems associated with incomplete

denaturation, structural roadblocks may exist whereby.Taq polymerase could stall, only to

continue on a more hospitable fragment. This scenario would generate disparate peR

products. Because so little material is generated in this region with these primers/profile,

this would be difficult to analyze at present, however, it is significant that the same
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fragment sizes for the normal 'Veland recombinant C-genes were generated in both Filipino

and Laotian population samples.

3.3.2 Asymmetric Zeta-Gene Amplifications

Globin amplified products were eluted and reamplified asymmetrically to generate

single-strand products for sequencing as described in Chapter Two. It was not unusal to

have one primer amplify better than the other when using the same profile for both

reactions. Examples of single primer and 50:1 primer ratio amplifications are shown in

Figure 3.20. While the 50:1 (and 100:1) ratio gave a reasonably good product for

sequencing, the single primer products usually tended to be cleaner.
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FIGURE 3.17

Zeta-Gene Amplifications: 5' C-Exon 3 Through 3' Divergent Ends

A. 3'C2 Divergent Region Products

Lane 1 containsthegenomic DNAcontrol (BR,Caucasian) amplification assay. Lanes
2 and 3 were Cl and l;2 eluantswhich apparently werelostin thechemical denaturation and
precipitation procedurespreceeding amplification. Lanes 4 and5 contain amplification
products for ID #1243 (Filipino) CR9 (EcoRI 9 kb fragment containing a recombinant t
gene) and C2 eluants. Lanes 6 through 8 contain amplification products for ID #1224
(Filipino)·C2, CRIO (Bco RI 10 kb fragment containing a recombinant C-gene) and CR9
eluants, respectively. Lane 9 contains amplified product from ID #99 (Laotian)~ eluant
DNA. Lane 10 is thenegative control(primers/ddH20 peR cocktail, sansDNA).

B. 3''VCI Divergent Region Products

Lane 1 contains the genomic DNA control (BR, Caucasian) which was probably lost
in chemical denaturation procedures and therefore did notamplify. Lanes 2 though 5 were
amplificationproducts from ID #1243 (Filipino, quadruple C-gene haplotype) ",CI, CRIO
and CR9 eluants whichamplified nicely, and the C2 eluant DNA, which did not amplify,
as expected. Lanes 6 though 8 contain peR products from ID# 1224 (Filipino, triple C
gene haplotype) 'VCl and CR10 eluants; the C2 eluant (Lane 9) must have contained 'VCl
contamination to amplify withtheseprimers.

Noticethe differentprimer-dimer banding patterns in lanes ~ and9 from these reactions.

-- ------------------ .-._--.---
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FIGURE 3.19

Amplification Of Zeta-Globin Genes:
5' C-Exon 1 Through 3' C-Exon 2

A. Southern blot hybridized with a C-cDNA probe.

Lanes I(BH, Caucasian control), 3 (ID #99, Laotian), 6 (#93, Laotian), 10 (#1154,
Filipino), 16 (#1243, Filipino) all contain peR products from amplification of CI-eluants.
Lane 13 (#1224, Filipino), also a CI-eluantamplification, did not amplify in this reaction.

.Lanes 2 (BH), 5 (99),9 (93), 12 (1154), 15 (1224) and 18 (1243) were C2-eluant samples
which did not amplify in this reaction. Lanes 4 (99), 8 (93), 11 (1154), 14 (1224) and 17
(1243) are products of amplification of the recombinant C-gene eluants (8-10 kb Eco RI
fragment eluants).

B. Southern blot hybridized with a ",CI-oligonucleotide probe.

All lanes/samples are as noted above. These results indicate those genes that are (5')
",CI-genes. Note that all recombinant C-eluant amplified products also type as (5') ",CI
genes.

----------------
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FIGURE 3.20

Asymmetric Amplification Of Zeta-Gene Double-Strand peR Products

A. Single Primer

Amplification of 3''''~1 DS products. Lanes 1 (ID #1224, ~R lOkb eluant DNA), 3
(1243, CR9kb), 5 (1243, ~RIOkb), 7 (1243, ~2) and 9 (99, ~l) were reamplified with the 5'

. ~-exon 3 primer. Lanes 2 (1224, CRlOkb eluant DNA), 4 (1243, tR9kb), 6 (1243, CRlOkb),
and 8 (1243, C2) were reamplified with the 3''''~1 primer. Lanes 10 and 11 contain PCR
-products of (100:1) primerratioamplification of (99, ~l) DS product: 5' exon 3 > 3''''~1,

and 3''''~1 > 5' exon 3, respectively. Note that in all of these asymmetric reactions the
5'C-exon 3 primer amplifications gave the best results.

B. Two Primers (50:1)

Asymmetric amplification of 3'~ and 3''''~1 DS amplified products. All lanes are ID #
1224 samples, Lanes 1 though 4 were 3'~ > 5'~-exon 3, and lanes 6 though 9 were 5'~

exon 3 > 3'~. Lanes 11 and 12 were 3''''~1 > 5'~-exon 3, and lanes 14 and 15 were 5'~

exon 3 > 3''''~1. All of theseproducts sequenced well.

-- -------------- -- .._--------
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3.4 SEQUENCE ANALYSIS OF AMPLIFIED ZETA-GLOBIN DNA

In light of the difficulty in generating amplified products from domains spanning the

~-introns, sequence anlaysis was limited to the 5' C-exon 3 through 3' divergent regions

which are less G/e rich; this region also corresponded to the putative crossover region as

determined from RFLP mapping studies. Figure 3.21 illustrates the published sequence

information for these two C-regions, indicating the 5' C-exon 3 and 3' divergent C-primers.

Amplified products were sequenced a minimum of four times, at least twice (using d.ITP

and deaza-G) in each orientation. The small fragment sizes (160 to 135 bp) and high G/C

content of the C-genes created big problems with reannealing in these reactions. This made

it necessary to resequence some samples repetitively, thereby characterizing some

problematic sequences over a series of autoradiograms.

As mentioned earlier, a few anomalous PCR products were also sequenced. These'

analyses indicated: (1) vCl-gene contaminationin one C2-gene eluant which amplified with

"'~l-specific primers; (2) double-bands observed in one sample (1224CR10) both

sequenced as 3'C2 genes; and (3) sequences from tR-genes that weakly amplified with

"'~l-specific primers were heterogenous hybrids (very messy!). This last phenomenon is

indicative of PCR jumping between damaged molecules or, as is highly possible in this

study, between highly homologous multigene family members (paabo et al., in press ).

Another interesting phenomenon encountered once or twice in sequencing the

asymmetrically amplified C-globin products was the addition of -50-70 anomalous bases

to one end of the C-sequence, which was otherwise exactly as the published sequence.

Tnis may be due to Sequenase or Taq polymerase extension phenomenon, however, and

not primer jumping activities.

The results of sequencing asymmetrically amplified products from 13 C-genes from

4 individuals of Caucasian, Laotian and Filipino ethnicities are illustrated in Figure 3.22.

Remarkably, all of the C-genes sequenced true, every base pair exactly as published. In

- -------------
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addition, all of the recombinant C-genes had perfect 3'1;2 ends in both Laotian and Filipino

samples; a result that concords with the RFLP data. Owing to the complex nature of the

sequences in the ~-globin gene expansions, however, definitive characterization of exact

points of crossover was not possible with these techniques. Determining the precise

crossover points may require the construction of genomic libraries using yeast artificial

chromosomes (YACs), from which selected C-globin subclones could be sequenced; the

YAC vector is currently the vector of choice for accepting and maintaining extremely large

( -150-350 kb) and complicated genomic sequences (reviewed in Schlessinger, 1990).

- - -- ------------------ -----------



FIGURE 3.21

Sequenced Regions Of Zeta-Globin Genes: 5' C-Exon 3 Through 3' Divergent Domains

~2 (161 bp)

------------:>
1 25 35 45 55 65 75 85

5 ' CC~ATCGGTCGTATCCTCTGTCCT GACCGAGMG TACCGCTGAG CGCCGCCTCC GGGACCCCCA GGACAGGCTG CGGCCCCTCC CCCGTCCTGG

95 105 115 125 135 139 161
AGGTTCCCCA GCCCCACTTA CCGCGTAATG CGCCAATAAA CCAA TGAACGAAGCAGCGTCCACCTGG 3'

ACTTGCTTCGTCGCAGGTGGACC Primer
<:-----------

-------,------------------------------------
'II~ 1 (135 bp)

----,-------->
1 25 35 45 55 65 75 85

5 'CCTJ\TCGG~CGTATCCTCTGTCCT GACCGAGAAG TACCGCTGAG CGCCGCCTCC GGGACCCCCA GGACAGGCTG CGGCCCCTCC CCTGCCCTTC

95 105 113 135
ACCCTCCCAC AGTTCCTG CCCTGACTCCAATAAATGGATGA 3'

GGGACTGAGGTTATTTACCTACT Primer
<:----------

--~



FIGURE 3.22

Sequencing Results:
5' Zeta-Exon 3 Through 3' Divergent Domains From Normal And Recombinant Zeta-Globin Genes
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1224-CR10 gene ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (43-
156) 1243-CR10gene •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
(12·156)
99-l;R10gene

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (9-123)
1243·CR9gene •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (34-
156)
99-tR9gene •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (20.148)
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CHAPTER FOUR

DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS

Fear and Loathing In Zeta-Globin Cloning

When this study began approximately three years ago there was scant information

published regarding "unclonable" human genomic DNA sequences. The inability to clone

~-globin sequences in representative A-phage libraries thus at first came as a great surprise.

There has since been a steady trickle of articles re "underrepresented" and "problematic"

human genomic DNA sequences in library constructs. The foremost problems in cloning

the ~-globin regions include (1) the indigenous repetitive sequences which are prone to

rearrangements and deletions in recombinant techniques, and (2) putative

hypermethylation of. DNA sequences which may be selected against after cloning and

during growth in certain E.coli host strains (Raleigh et aI., 1988; 1989). As discussed

previously, sequence underrepresentation was believed to be minimized in our library

constructs by using the appropriate mutant E.~oli hosts. The embryonic ~.globin genes,

however, did not comply with these tactics, their characterization thus requiring alternate

methods of analysis. Although this was disheartening, it was of some consolation to learn

that the sequence composition of the a-globin complex had proven to be terribly

problematic in cloning and library construction procedures for other researchers as well

(Nicholls et al., 1987a).

Alpha-Complex Isochore Structure And Tissue-Specific Methylation
Patterns

Sequence analysis has determined that the total a-globin region is -60% GC rich, a

figure much higher than the more normai 37% GC content of the ~-globin region. In

addition, sedimentation experiments have indicated that the a-complex is embedded in an

....300 kb GC-rich isochore, an area present in a Geisma negative band which may
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represent early replicating DNA (Fischel-Ghodsian et al., 1987a). The a-globin complex

therefore exhibits an abundance of C and 0, and CpO rich regions which are are prone to

methylation (Fischel-Ghodsian et al., 1987a and 1987b). These C, G and CpO tracts are

home to an unusually high number of rare-cutting enzyme sites (l0.6 times more sites than

in the ~-globin region), which exhibit tissue-specific methylation patterns when analyzed

by PFOE techniques. The accessibility of these sites in genomic DNA preparations to

methylation sensitive restriction enzymes thus depends on the distribution of CpO

methylation.

In our analysis of rare-cutter sites within normal and aberrant C-globin haplotypes, no

unique polymorphism for 3 infrequently-cutting enzymes which cut around the

anomalous C-genes was observed. Examples of disparate methylation patterns in the (X

globin complex were evident as partial digest products in some of the samples analyzed by

PFGE blots. In a different set of experiments, the methylation sensitive and frequent cutter

Dde I failed to cut consistently within the C-genes of the adult DNA samples studied,

indicating the presence of hypermethylated sites in those intragenic regions. In spite of the

existence of a number of hypomethylated CpO islands within the a-complex (Bird et al.,

1987), the C-globin region especially appears to behighly methylated ~ the adult blood

samples analyzed. We conclude from these observations that the hypermethylation and

inherent complexity of repetitive sequences do not make the C-globin gene region from

adult tissue samples a good candidate for A-phage library constructions.

Sequence-Specific Limitations In peR Amplifications

Although subsequently able to study specific sections of C-genes from normal and

anomalous C-globin haplotypes using the polymerase chain reaction, the incredibly high

GC content and homologous nature of these sequences prohibited comprehensive PCR

amplification and sequencing analyses. In spite of these limitations we were able to

-- ---------------
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characterize the 3' ends of normal and aberrent C-globin genes which was important in

determining theirorigins, discussed in more detail below. Nevertheless, the exact point (s)

of crossover in the C-globin expansion genotypes could not be determined with these

methods.

YAC Libraries As An Alternative Method Of Analysis

Further characterization of these complicated C-globin genotypes by cloning procedures

would require the construction of yeast artificial chromosome (YAC) genomic libraries.

YAC vectors, which contain yeast chromosomal telomeres, are currently the vector of

choice when attempting to clone very large and problematicgenomic sequences (reviewed

in Schlesinger, 1990). Considering the unusually high frequency of rare cutting enzyme

sites in this region,the construction of representative YAC libraries would require careful

choosing of both the restriction enzyme ,and the type of genomic DNA to be cloned. It

would be imperative to extract DNA from a tissue with a suitable tissue-specific

methylation pattern, to obtain properly sized restriction fragments with the

correspondingly appropriate rare-cutting enzyme; this would require extensive Southern

blot gene mappinganalyses from rare-cutter enzyme/PFGE assays of different tissues for

each individual genotype cloned. Alternatively, partial digests, or a method of chemical

cleavage could be employed to obtain the desired sequences (Fischel-Ghodsian et al.,

1987a). Once cloned, the YAC vector is presumably quite capable of propagating the

aberrant C-globin samples, a feat which could yield additional and very valuable

information on these embryonic globin gene expansions.

The Globin Gene Expansions: Mechanistic Implications

The a-globin isochore has been mapped to the most telomeric end of chromosome

16p13 (Nicholls et al., 1987b). This is a very active region of recombination as

determined from frequency distributions of chiasmata during meiosis (Saadallah and

---------------
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Hulten, 1983). Recentmolecular anaIysesof the a-globin complex have alsoindicated this

as a regionof frequent recombination (for example see Lauer et aI., 1980; Proudfoot et aI.,

1982; Winachagoon et al., 1982; Goodbournet al., 1983; Michelson and Orkin, 1983;

Higgs et al., 1984 and 1986; Hill et al., 1985; Nicholls et al., 1987a; Shaw et aI., 1987;

Titus et al. 1987; Hertzberg, 1988; Tsintsof, 1990; O'Shaghnessy, 1990).

In the present study of recombination within the human a-globin complex, the

structures of both the very rare quadruple and the more common triple ~-globin gene

arrangements in two Southeast Asian populations were elucidated from individual and

familial haplotype analyses. Using Southern blot gene mapping, peR amplification and

sequencingtechniques, all data were consistent with a homologous but unequal crossover

mechanism as the cause of the embryonic globin gene expansions (illustrated in Figure

3.10).

To date, a similar triple ~-globin chromosome haplotype has been found in

Polynesians, Micronesians, Melanesians, Australian Aboriginies, Peurto Ricans and

Southeast Asians (Hill et aI., 1985a; 1985b; 1987; O'Shaughnessy et al., 1990; Tsintsofet

al., 1990; Hertzberg et al., 1988; Winichagoon et al., 1982); distinctive population

specific polymorphisms were also observed in these investigations, presumablyresulting

from subsequent mutation to the original (SoutheastAsian?) triple C-chromosome. The

triplicated ~-gene chromosomes have beenreportedlinked to both normal (Tsintsofet aI.,

1990; O'Shaghness et al., 1990; Hertzberg et al., 1990) and thalassemic a-globin genes

(Winichagoon et al., 1982). Unfortunately, none of the studies noted above analyzed

family haplotype data to determine linkage arrangements. In the absence of chromosomal

segregationobservationsit is almost impossibleto define the C-/a-globin linkages, unless

of course therewas evidence of a total deletionof a-globin-like genes on the homologous

chromosome.

._- -------------_... _--
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Of the aberrent ~-genes examined in our research, all but one example were linked to

normal a-globin genes. The exception was a Filipino individual (ID 1154) with a total

deletion on one chromosome and triple C-genes linked to an a-thalassemia deletion (-a3•7)

on its homologue. The unequivocal identification of two different triple C-globin linkage

haplotypes is evidence for at least two recombinant events in this region. The triple C-gene

chromosome could have been generated by (1) a de novo deletion event in the a-gene

region of an otherwise normal triple-zeta chromosome, or (2) an unequal crossover

between a thalassemic (-a3.7) chromosome and a normal chromosome, the product of

which would retain the thalassemia deletion in addition to the triplicated ~-gene

arrangement. In accordance with the noted frequency of recombination in this region of

the genome, as well as with the relatively high frequency of triple C-globin genes, it is not

improbable that the both the triple and quadruple ~-gene chromosomes found in both the

Laotian and Filipino populations have occurred more than once.

Several theories are possible for the existence of identical haplotypes in the triple and

quadruple C-gene arrangements. The first theory involves phenotypic selection that

increases the frequency of a favorable multiple ~-gene haplotype. But, because there is no

obvious phenotypic. advantage to having the extra ~-genes (Winichag<:mn et al., 1982;

Titus et al., 1988) this selective advantage would be very small in comparison with

random genetic drift and fixation of one or two haplotypes in these relatively isolated

populations. Additionally, or alternatively, a structural constraint may exist within the

molecule which causes an identical misalignment of homologues and recombination, thus

regenerating the exact triple and quadruple arrangements observed. Interestingly, a

structural constraint on deletion events has already been shown to exist between the two a

genes; identical deletions (the -0.3.7 and - a4.2 thalassemia deletions) are generated when

_. - ------------ - -._------
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both a-genes are grown in bacterial hosts (Lauer et al., 1980; Shaw et al., 1987). A

similar mechanism may exist for expansions within the ~-globin region.

As discussed in Chapter One, the presence of multiple Alu repeats in the a-globin

complex may playa role in the generation of these rearrangements. The 5'C-HVR site has

been shown to be a recombinational "hot spot": sequence analysis of 5 out of 8 a-globin

deletion breakpoints (-_SEA, _.MOO, -a20.5, ••Britand __SA) clustered withinan AIu sequence

in this region (Nicholls et al., 1987). Our analyses of RFLP patterns in the triple and

quadruple C-gene arrangements are not consistent with a crossover point occurring wi.thin

the 5'~-HVR region. Nevertheless, it is possible that Alu repeats played a part in the

misalignment of homologous regions in the prelude to the unequal crossovers; there are

AIu repeats just 5' to both ~ and ",~l genes, just 3' to C2 and within the ",a2 gene just .3'

of ",~l, an alignment of which could facilitate misparing between the highly homologous,

indigenous gene sequences between the two homologues (see Figure 3.10).

The Zeta-Globin Expansions: Evolutionary Implications

The clustering of ",~1-~2misalignments generating the ~-globin expansions is not

unlike a similar mechanism of homologous mispairing found within the a-genes (Higgs et

al., 1984) and the y-globin genes on the p-globin cluster (powers and Smithies, 1986). In

these genes, a series of unequal crossovers and/or gene conversions allow the duplicate

genes to evolve in concert. At this point in time, what we are seeing in the anomalous ~

globin genotypes is an amplification of the genes, not the correction of sequences against

one another.

The reasons behind ail amplification of hybrid ~-genes are still unclear, but are

most likely due to structural constraints within the molecule, perhaps the result of a

misattempt at gene conversion between the two ~-genes. Alternatively, there may be an

evolutionary advantage in having 3'~ sequences in the recombinant genes; 3' ~-regions
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have been shown to contain CpO rich H1F (HpaI tiny fragments) islands implicatedin

the controlof gene expression in the a-globin and many other genes (reviewed in Bird et

al., 1987). The 3'region of the ~2 may enhance gene transcription as a locus activating

region (LAR), an example of whichis observed Predominantly in the 5' flanking region

of the P.globin loci (reviewed in Townes and Behringer, 1990). In the p-globin complex,

LARs were investigated through competition studies between genes, in which

developmentally correct stagesof genes were transcribed more often purportedly due to an

advantage in transcription conferredby the flanking LARs in combination withPromotor

or repressor entities. In the t-globinregion, notranscript for the converted tl genehas yet

been found, suggesting that a regulatory element may lie outside of the geneconversion

unit (Hill et al., 1985; Higgs et al., 1989). Adiscrepancy in mRNA transcript production

(a 3:1 ratio) is found between a2 andal genes throughout all developmentalstages, which

may indicateregulatory sequenceslie closer to or have a greater affinity for the a2 gene.

The t2 genes may have a similar advantage in transcription, indicative of regulatory

regions in the 3' flanking CpG rich sequences which are divergent from tl flanking

sequences (Lauer et al., 1980;Hill et al., 1985).

Continuedexpression of the C-globin genes into adult life has been recorded (0.16%

to 0.42%) in some deletions, such as the -SEA arrangement (see Higgs et al., 1989; Chui

et la., 1986; Dr.Hsia, personal communication), but the exact measurementof embryonic

expression of the t-genes has beenextremely difficult with the current techniques available

(Liebhaber, personal communication, 1989). As it was impossible to assess any

phenotypic advantage at the embryonic stage, the t-gene expansion genotypes may confer

a phenotypic advantage as yet undetermined. In supportof this theory is theabundance of

triple ,-gene chromosomes (-10% in theLaotian and 15% in the Filipino)and absenceof

single ,-gene arrangements in these populations- (see also O'Shaughnessy et al., 1990).

~------------- - ..__.._--
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However, because of their relative isolation and small population size, the observed

frequencies could have easily become fixed in these populations by random genetic drift.

It is interesing to note that the reciprocal is true for the a-globin genes where

frequencies of the single deletion (-a3.7) a-genotypes (up to 68%) are much greater than

the triple a-gene arrangement (0.01-0.08) (reviewed in Higgs et al., 1989). A small but

distinct selective advantage has been correlated with a2-thalassemia deletions and

resistance to malaria parasites (Flint et al. 1986; Hill 1986; Hill et al., 1986). A small but

measurable increase in alP globin synthesis ratios have been recorded with the anti-a~.7

gene expansions, but a reduced synthesis observed in the anti-a4.2 gene expansions

(reviewed in Thompson et al., 1989). This latter observation may be 'due to a discrepancy

in favor of a2 gene transcription, noted above; in these arrangements the 4.2 kb deletion

obliterates the ~2 gene, whereas the 3.7kb deletion results in an a21al hybrid.. .

Evolution of Functional Globin Genes Following Expansions In Other
Organisms

Analogous situations to the ~-globin gene expansions in humans exist in the

generation of extra functional C-genes in the rabbit (Cheng et al., 1988), and p-globin

genes in the goat (Townes et al., 1984). In the rabbit, two additional transcriptionally

competent C-genes have evolved from a series of block duplications of the embryonic C

genes, and in the goat, a triplication of a four gene set has produced three addtional p

globin genes that are differentially expressed during developement Although there are no

known examples of block duplications in primates, single gene duplications are not

uncommon (Sawada. and Schmid, 1986). In humans, phenotypic stresses from

thalassemia mutations may playa role in the evolution and maintenance of the ~-globin

gene expansions observed.
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Conclusions

Characterization of a rare quadruplicated and the more common triplicated embryonic

~-globin gene chromosomes in two Southeast Asian populations indicate a similar

homologous recombination event was responsible for the two expansion haplotypes. Gene

mapping and sequence analysis of PCR products indicate that the recombinant genes are

hybrids of 5''I'~1 and 3'C2 genes, and that the t-globin sequences are highly conserved at

present. Further, the identification of two distinct triple t-gene chromosomal

arrangements, one in linkage with normal a-genes, and another associated with a -a3.7

deletion, indicates that the triple arrangement has undergone two separate recombination

events in the Filipino population. These analyses suggest similar molecular structural

constraints in recombinant events in this region.

The haplotype and high frequency of triple ,-globin genes in the populations studied

increases the likelihood of a homologous crossover event involving a triple '-globin

chromosome in the generation of the quadruple arrangement The reciprocal of such an

event would result in a deletion in the homologous chromosome, which could be

detrimental or lethal, analogous to the a-thalassemia deletions (Pressley et al., 1980; Felice

et al., 1984; Weatherall et al., 1981).

Although no phenotypic advantage has been observed for the reduplicated t-globin

genotypes, there may be a slight selective advantage that is as yet undetected. In

consideration of the high frequencies of a-thalassemia deletions and the severity of anemic

phenotypes present, the ~-globin expansions may be an important event in the evolution of

the a-globin complex in these populations. The additional copies of the ~-genes may not be

under the same selective constraints as the original C-genes, which may allow them to

evolve through mutation to develope new genes or new gene functions, a scenario similar

to observed events in the goat and rabbit.
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